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ABSTRACT

v

This study attempted to find effective home and school

predictors of the emergent reading ability in kindergartners

in Bangkok, Thailand. Emergent reading ability in this

research consisted of four components--environmental print

awareness, the awareness of print conventions, the awareness

of print functions, and reading attempts. Three groups of

home and school variables--parents' reading to children,

parents' speech, and the schools' teaching of reading and

writing--were examined.

Ninety-two children attending level two of five private

kindergartens, as well as their parents, were participants

in this research. Participants' reading attempts were

assessed by using a favorite storybook. The other three

components were evaluated by direct observation of the

children and by questioning the parents and teachers of

these children. Parents of the participants were asked

whether they read to their children and how they read.

Their answers were recorded and transcribed so that the

clarity of parents' speech, the similarity between parents'

speech and textual language, and the complexity of the

speech could be assessed. The schools' teaching of reading

and writing was reported by teachers.

The items of these four components of emergent reading

ability were factor analyzed and this resulted in two



factors, emergent reading skills and knowledge of print.

Using multiple regression, good predictors of emergent

reading skills were: schools' cumulative instruction in

reading words, parents' speech complexity (number of

coordinations per T-unit), frequency of parents' explanation

while reading to their children, and writing assignment

frequency. The latter had negative regression coefficient.

These predictors explained 27.5% of the variance of emergent

reading skills.

Good predictors of the knowledge of print were

frequency of parents' reading to their children and reading

assignment frequency. These predictors accounted for 21% of

the variance in the criterion.

These results suggested that effective instruction,

either formally or informally, before first grade fosters

emergent reading ability of young children. Moreover, the

factors which have been confirmed to be useful in enhancing

children's literacy in western countries are also revealed

to be important fer children in an Asian Country •

... ..- ._ .._-------
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Background and Statement of Problem

What are the important variables that facilitate

emergent reading in preschool children?

Emergent reading refers to acquired skills related to

and involved in reading. Children develop these skills very

early in life from real life settings through contact with

print and active engagement in literacy related activities

(Teale & Sulzby, 1989). In this dissertation emergent

reading skills are defined as (a) environmental print

awareness, (b) awareness of print conventions, (c) awareness

of print functions, and (d) reading attempts. These skills

are usually acquired by children before entering first

grade.

This research attempts to find effective predictors of

emergent reading with the belief that parents are the

initial informal teachers of children early in life. The

focus of this study is on the contribution of home and

preschool variables to the emergent reading of

kindergartners in Bangkok, Thailand.

Historical Background of Teaching Reading

Before 1940, young children's reading was ignored by

researchers because of the belief that children should only
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learn to read when they had attained a mental age of 6.6

years (Taylor & Taylor, 1983). The early years, before a

child attained the age of six, were believed to be the time

for oral language development (Teale & Sulzby, 1986) and the

.time for reading readiness. In the United States,

kindergarten usually involves some preliminary reading

instruction called reading readiness training, which

includes learning the names of the 26 letters of the

alphabet (Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989). From birth to age six

or until the beginning of formal education has been called

the prereading stage (Chall, 1983). Labels such as,

prereading and reading readiness, imply that "real" reading

has not begun in children.

But it would be a mistake to ignore the environmental

impact of reading activities in the home and at preschools

on the child's reading ability. "It is recognized that if

the ability to read in the fullest sense can be fostered

from infancy in a climate of encouragement and a fertile

reading environment in and out of school, children will

pleasantly and painlessly grow to be the highly literate

society of tomorrow" (Obrist, 1984, p. 166). Moreover, it

is inappropriate to think of reading capability as a

dichotomy, i.e., you can or you can't read. Rather,

emergent reading abilities imply a continuum of acquired

skills.
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Emergent Literacy

The term emergent literacy was first introduced by

Marie Clay (1966) in her doctoral dissertation. The

significance of the term emergent is that it connotes

development rather than stasis; it signifies something in

the process of becoming (Teale & Sulzby, 1986). From birth

until the beginning of formal education, children living in

a literate culture with an alphabetic writing system

accumulate a fund of knowledge about letters, words, and

books (Chall, 1983). More and more researchers nowadays

have corne to the conclusion that it is not reasonable to

point to a time in a child's life when literacy begins.

Rather, at whatever point we look, we see children in the

process of becoming literate, as the term emergent indicates

(Teale & Sulzby, 1986). For example, when a 2-year-and-3

month old points to the label on the front of a bottle of

Pepsi Cola, he says, "Here it says Pepsi Cola," and a

3-year-and-6-month old explains what he scribbles to his

mother that, "It says, 'I love you.'"

Emergent Reading

Since the 1960s researchers and educators have come to

recognize that reading and writing develop before the age of

six. According to Goodman (1986), reading and writing occur

in individuals when they develop the awareness that written

language makes sense. An example of such awareness occurs
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when a child points to print and asks, "What does that say?"

From reviewing research studies on print awareness in

situational contexts, Goodman (1986) concluded that at least

60% of all of the 3-year-old participants in these. studies

could read print in their environment when it was embedded

in context. By ages. four and five, an average of 80% of the

participants could read print in the environment.

In New Zealand, Clay (1967) carried out her research

with S-year-old children with a purpose to provide better

descriptions of the early reading behaviors of children so

that children with reading difficulties could be identified

as early as possible. This research showed that young

children could engage in important reading behaviors, such

as visual sensitivity to letter and word forms, appropriate

directional movements, and synchronized matching of spoken

word units with written word units. She concluded that,

"There is nothing in this research that suggests that

contact with printed language forms should be withheld from

any S-year-old child on the ground that he is immature" (p.

24) •
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

"Literacy is not regarded simply as a cognitive skill

to be learned, but as a complex soc.Lopaychof.LnquLat.Lc

activity. Thus, the social aspects of literacy have become

significant, and literacy learning is investigated not just

in the researcher's laboratory, but also in home and

community settings" (Teale & Sulzby, 1989, p. 2).

In the present study, home and school predictors of

emergent reading to be studied include parents' reading to

children, parents' speech, and the schools' teaching of

reading and writing.

This review of the literature is devoted to examining:

(a) a theoretical framework for determinants of emergent

reading, (b) a rationale for selecting these home and school

variables, and (c) literature related to both dependent and

independent variables.

A Theoretical Framework for Determinants of Emergent Reading

Vygotsky's (1978) starting point for discussing

learning and instruction is that children's learning begins

long before they attend school. Thus, any learning a child

encounters in school always has a previous history. Before

formal reading instruction, children may have some

experience in reading--they may recognize print in the
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environment, such as brand names of,baby products on the

labels of these products. Some can read words, names, and

logos, and, moreover, many of them have read storybooks with

their parents. Consequently, children informally begin

learning to read in many families before they enter school.

What is the role of instruction, either formally or

informally, in children's learning? According to Vygotsky

(1978), instruction creates a zone of proximal development,

that is, it enhances the cognitive processes of a child when

the child is performing learning activities under the

assistance of more experienced adults or peers. He defines

the zone of proximal development as lithe distance between

the actual developmental level as determined by independent

problem solving and the level of potential development as

determined through problem solving under adult guidance or

in collaboration with more capable peers (Vygotsky, 1978, p.

86)." His notion emphasizes the importance of social

interaction in the development of higher mental functions

all of which appear first as joint achievement with another

person. When the higher mental processes are internalized,

they become part of an individual's independent

developmental achievement. In other words, learning

consists of the internalization of social interactional

processes.

Wertsch (1984), who explicated Vygotsky's zone of

proximal development, considered that parental speech
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mediates social and individual functioning. When a child

and an adult participate in a new task, the meaning of the

task situation for the child and for the adult may be

different. In order to create the same situational meaning,

the adult has to give appropriate directives and utterances

which the child can understand and respond to correctly.

A Rationale for Selecting Home and School Variables

According to Vygotsky (1978), teaching, either formally

or informally, enhances the cognitive process of a child

when the child is performing learning activities under the

assistance of more experienced adults or peers. In teaching

literacy, parents and teachers are important persons who

provide opportunities for children to learn to read. Moffet

and Wagner (1992) emphasize that the opportunities to learn

to read and write should be offered to children at every age

from babyhood. However, they should not be forced to become

literate.

Moreover, the Center for the Study of Reading, at the

University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, indicates that the

most important activity contributing to children's success

in reading, is that they be read aloud to by their parents

(Trelease, 1991). Being "read to~ is a basic means by which

children corne to understand the functions and structures of

written language, and it can also have a significant effect

on children's attitude toward reading (Teale, 1984j.
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Related to Vygotsky's zone of proximal development, some

parents not only read to their children but also explain and

illustrate what they are reading. Being read to by an adult

who responds to and warmly appreciates the child's interest

in books and reading is recommended to facilitate the

child's acquisition of reading skills (Chall, 1983).

The studies of Durkin (1966) on early readers, of King

and Friesen (1972) in Canada, and of Cohen (1985) in France

revealed that reading at an early age causes no harm to

children but brings about advantage to them and that

children who have been introduced to reading and writing in

nursery school perform better in learning to read and the

development of concepts and vocabularies than those who do

not have reading and writing experience. Thus, reading to

children and the schools' teaching of reading and writing

were chosen as two main important predictors of emergent

reading in this study.

A rationale for choosing parents' speech variables as

the other predictors derives from the belief that reading

begins with the development of oral language at home

(Anderson, Hiebert, Scott, & Wilkinson, 1988). The study of

Sachs, Bard, and Johnson (1981) also suggested that being

exposed to articulated spoken language through conversation

with an attentive caregiver may well facilitate various

aspects of a child's linguistic development.
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Parents' conversation with their child during reading a

book has been investigated (e.g., Snow & Ninio, 1986; Teale,

1984); however, the relation between characteristics of

parents' speech and children's reading ability has not been

studied. Moreover, children are surrounded with parents'

speech at home, therefore, some characteristics of the

parents' speech as determinants of emergent reading are

worthy of study. The parents' speech variables of interest

are the similarity between parents' speech and textual

language, the complexity of speech, and the clarity of

speech.

Research findings have suggested many other variables

which are related to reading ability in young children.

These variables are: (a) parents' participation in

children's games (Tobin, 1981), (b) parents' education

(Giasson, Baillargeon, Pierre, & Theriault, 1985; Manning &

Manning, 1984), (c) socioeconomic status (Clark, 1976;

Giasson, Baillargeon, Pierre, & Theriault, 1985), (d)

parents' reading preference (Manning & Manning, 1984), (e)

siblings' reading skill (Clark, 1976), (f) toys and games

(Manning & Manning, 1984; Thomas, 1981), (g) the amount of

television watched and which programs are watched (Manning &

Manning, 1984; Morrow, 1983; Thomas, 1981; Salzer, 1984),

(h) children's motivation to read (Clark, 1976), (i)

intelligence (Blain, 1983; Gould, 1982), (j) birth order

(Gould, 1982; Salus, 1982), and (k) the precocity of early

-._-_.--- -.----_._.~----_. -- _._---.-.... .._...._-------
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speech (Gould, 1982; Thomas, 1981). However, these

variables will not be included in this dissertation. Only

three groups of independent variables as described are in

the scope of this study.

Many determinants of emergent reading have been studied

in the United States and New Zealand (e.g., Elly, 1989;

Goodman, 1986; Morrow, 1983; Phillips & McNaughton, 1990;

Stroebel & Evans, 1988) but little is known about the

subject in Asia. Since every culture is different, what is

found in one country may not be directly helpful for solving

the instructional problems in another (Clay, 1982). Thus,

this dissertation studies the relationship between the

unique home and school variables and the emergent reading of

kindergartners in Bangkok, Thailand.

Related Literature

Before examining studies of emergent reading and its

contributing factors, the environmental support which

provides a framework for the development of a prediction

model for emergent reading will be presented. Underlying

this model is the premise that early effective parental

assistance is the primary catalyst of emergent reading.

When a child first develops oral language, parents do

not directly teach him or her how to talk, rather by talking

to their child and talk to each other, they provide models

of specific speech patterns and dialect. Children learn to
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talk, by transacting with adults an~ other people in a

specific language environment (Weaver, 1988).

Although studies of children's acquisition of language

have revealed that imitation alone cannot account for the

child's mastery of language (Brown, 1973), for the first

five years adults have been shown to be important models of

language (Clay, 1977). Clay (1977) argues that conversation

in the company of an adult is the best tutorial situation in

which to raise the child's language functioning to a high

level.

When is an appropriate time for parents to start

reading aloud to their child? There is no best answer to

this question. Many parents start reading to their children

at an early age, as soon as they are able to sit in their

lap. These parents use what Hedley (1987) calls the lap

method. In the beginning, the books may contain only

pictures of animals, toys, families, or events. The child

may learn to name things in the books. Later, parents may

point to words as they read the story or tell about it.

Looking at pictures, telling the story, or reading the story

are useful methods for entertaining a young child. The

child may feel that reading-related activities are

pleasurable and that they are associated with parents' love

and warmth.

The parent may motivate the child to read by

reinforcing the feeling that reading is fun. The book may

_. -. - _._---------
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be perceived as a beloved toy for the child. The parent may

cover the book with fur and name it so that the child can

hold or hug the book as if it were his or her animal toy.

As the child learns to speak, parents can make reading more

fun by discussing the story with the. child, explicating what

was read, or questioning the child so that the child can

actively participate and also use his or her imagination.

Reading ability may be improved by practicing writing

because writing and reading work together. After

participating in a book-reading session with their child,

parents should provide the child with the opportunity to

develop his or her own story accompanying the pictures in

the books and to read what he or she writes. Or, the child

should be encouraged to draw pictures from his or her

imagination and to write some letters or words he or she

recognizes from the book. These activities may improve both

reading and writing ability in the child at the same time.

The book is not the only thing that leads the child to

literacy; play, including toys and games, provides an

opportunity for the child to practice and elaborate literacy

skills (Jacob, 1984). Television programs which foster

literacy in children may also motivate children to learn to

read and write. However, watching non-educational programs

for many hours may not facilitate emergent literacy in

children.
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Assessing Emergent Reading

The assessment of children's emergent reading in this

study is based on the studies of Teale, Hiebert, and

Chittenden (1987) assessing young children's literacy

development, of Goodman (1986) of the roots of literacy, and

of Sulzby (1982, 1985) of the procedure for judging emergent

reading attempts.

Assessing Young Children's Literacy Development.

From reviewing research on emergent literacy, Teale,

Hiebert, and Chittenden (1987) have formulated the following

observations of early childhood literacy development:

1. Listening, speaking, reading, and writing abilities

develop concurrently and interrelatedly in early childhood,

not sequentially.

2. The functions of reading and writing are as much a

part of literacy learning as are the formal skills.

3. Children's early behaviors. are a legitimate phase

of, rather than a precursor to, literacy.

4. These behaviors and conceptualizations develop in

predictable ways toward conventional literacy.

This view of young children's literacy development has

significant implications for instruction in preschools, as

well as for the assessment of their emergent literacy.

Teale, Hiebert, and Chittenden propose techniques which

capture a portion of the many ways in which emergent
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literacy can be assessed. Their sampling of developmentally

appropriate ~easures is as follows:

1. Concepts about the functions and conventions of

literacy. Assessing children's concepts about the functions

of literacy is accomplished through observation when

children use print as they go about their daily activities.

Children's awareness of print conventions can also be

assessed through observations of their rereading familiar

books to adults. Asking a child to point while reading, the

teacher can find out what is being attended to (print or

picture) and if a child has a concept of directionality.

2. Comprehension. Comprehension is related to the

ability to compose text. The foundations of good

comprehension are set in early childhood, in listening

comprehension. Reading aloud to children is the single most

important early activity for fostering comprehension.

Significant assessment information on comprehension

abilities can be gathered through systemic observation

during story readings. Asking children to retell stories is

another good way to assess comprehension.

3. Emergent reading of storybooks. Children often

"read" books--to parents, pets, or playthings--long before

they are able to read in the conventional sense. These

early attempts help children become literate and also let

the teacher view the child's emerging literacy.
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Sulzby's (1982, 1985) scale on,children's emergent

reading of favorite storybooks is suggested as a tool for

research.

4. Knowledge of words and the writing system. By

asking children to read their writing and to tell about

their drawing, or by noting how drawing and writing support

each other in the child's compositions, the teacher can

learn about the child's conceptions.

The awareness of the correspondence between a word in

print and in speech may be assessed by asking children to

point to words as the teacher reads aloud.

An early form of word knowledge is children's

recognition of common environmental print. Signs and labels

can be used for both instruction and assessment. Moreover,

efforts to spell reveal children's word knowledge and the

development of an understanding of the writing system.

5. Composing. Composing means putting together a

coherent message. Children's ability to compose can be

recognized through their dictation of stories, their

verbalizations while writing, and their rereading.

The Roots of Literacy.

Before presenting research findings and conclusions

about literacy cievelopment in children, Goodman (1986)

defines reading and writing as a human interaction with

print in which the reader and writer believe that they are

-----~ ---
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making sense of and through written,language. When children

are reading and writing, they are making sense out of or

through print. Because Goodman emphasizes the beginnings in

reading and writing, she offers the term the roots of

literacy to describe them. Her roots of literacy are based

on five studies (Goodman & Altwerger, 1981; Goodman & Marek,

1984; Haussler, 1982; Long, Manning, Martin, Williams, &

Wolfson, 1982; Romero, 1983) on print awareness. The

participants in these studies ranged from 3-year-old

preschoolers to 7-year-old first graders.

Goodman concludes from the five studies that as

children explore their literate environment, they develop

their roots of literacy. These roots include: print

awareness in situational contexts; print awareness in

connected discourse; functions and forms of writing; oral

language about written language; and metalinguistic

awareness about written language. Each of these roots is

discussed below.

Root 1: Development of print awareness in situational

contexts.

Goodman believes that the development of knowledge

about print embedded in,environmental settings is the

beginning of reading development, which in most cases is not

directly observed, but can be only inferred from other

behaviors. An example of print awareness is when children

read "milk" in response to a milk label. Although the
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beginning reader uses some contextual cues, such as color

and shape, to make sense, he or she is also using the print

as a cuing system.

Root 2: Development of pri~t awareness in connected

discourse.

Children are involved with connected discourse in

written language that is not situationally embedded.

Examples of connected discourse experience are adults and

siblings reading at horne, adults reading to children, and

finding out from a newspaper about the television programs

to watch.

Research findings support the conclusions that children

know the function of books and the function of the print on

the pages. Children learn between the ages of 3 and 5 that

print carries the message of a book, while younger children

believe that pictures carry the message. Moreover, children

come to understand the proper orientation of books--how to

hold a book and how to turn the pages, and they demonstrate

their understanding of general terms like read, page, story,

and book. Regardless of children's knowledge about the

functions and the conventions of books, when asked, children

in the sample generally responded that they couldn't read.

Root 3: Development of the functions and forms of

writing.

Writing was conceived of as being different from

reading by the children in these studies. Almost all of
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them responded that they could writ~ which was different

from the children' responses to the question of whether they

could read. This difference may be due to the fact that

writing is produced and visible; children are involved in

producing it and can see others produce writing.

Related findings were that children seem to produce

different kinds of representations when asked to draw as

compared to when asked to write, although the distinction

between writing and drawing is not very clear in their

discussions. Furthermore, children seem to be able to

discuss the functions of writing to a greater degree than

they can discuss the functions of reading.

Root 4: The use of oral language to talk about written

language.

Children develop oral language about written language

as they have active and intimate experiences with written

language. Preschools, television shows, and commercial

materials developed for preschoolers provide children with

the names of letters, sound-letter correspondences, terms

such as word and number, and so forth. All the children in

the studies used terms such as pencil, read, write, draw,

and book in the context of the procedures and were able to

respond to the procedures as if they knew how oral language

related to written language.
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Root 5: Meta1inguistic awareness about written

language.

Goodman's definition of metalinguistic awareness refers

to overt statements that show evidence of the child's

analysis of the written language process. Metalinguistic

statements either reflect children's idiosyncratic

statements about their observation of language, such as a

child pointing to the A on a grocery bag and saying, "That

says me." They may represent what they have heard and

understood from the community as a 4-year-old did when she

looked at Milk and said, "Milk ...M-I-L-K spells milk."

However, children's statements about written language do not

seem to have a direct relationship to the degree of

sophistication in their reading and writing.

The studies of Goodman (1986) and Teale, Hiebert, and

Chittenden (1987) suggest important components of emergent

reading ability to be studied as well as the method to

assess them. The basic components of emergent reading

ability of kindergartners mentioned most by both studies are

awareness of print in the environment and understanding of

concepts about the functions and conventions of literacy.

Although other skills, such as knowledge of words,

metalinguistic statements, which were mentioned separately

from the basic components, they are part of the knowledge

about print conventions and can be evaluated together in the

same category. Furthermore, the.ability to compose a story
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may be observed through children's attempts to read a

favorite storybook. If children can create an integrated

story, it might imply that their ability to compose a story

is good. However, this component and some other skills,

such as spelling and writing, are not directly examined in

this study because they are relatively advanced compared to

the basic components described.

The emergent reading of storybooks is another important

indication of the child becoming literate. Children often

"read" or pretend to read to their parents, siblings, or

dolls before they are able to read. The scale for judging

emergent reading ability developed by Sulzby (1982, 1985)

was applied in this dissertation.

The Scale for Judging Emergent Reading of Favorite

Storybooks.

In developing the scale, Sulzby (1985) carried out a

longitudinal study with 24 middle-class kindergartners in a

suburb of a large midwestern u.S. city. There were 11 girls

and 13 boys whose ages ranged from 4.11 to 6.4. She

observed the participants in a classroom, asked them to

select a favorite book and to try to read it, and audiotaped

the reading sessions.
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The three main findings were as follows:

1. A significant correlation of .61 between the

beginning and end of year reading attempts indicated that

children's relative rankings were stable.

Additionally, from two comparisons there was some

evidence that children's emergent reading behaviors were

relatively stable across storybooks.

2. Nine children who were intensively studied during

the year were classified as being high, moderate, or low in

"emergent literacy," on the basis of results of a reading

and writing interview. The ranking of these children in the

sub-categories of storybook reading at the beginning of the

year matched the emergent literacy rankings. By the end of

the year, each of these children had increased between 2 to

3 sub-categories in the classification scheme, maintaining

the same relative ranking.

3. The classification scheme appeared to differentiate

emergent reading attempts over age levels. While there is a

range of reading behavior within any age group, the range

and distribution changed predictably with increased age,

such that the lower levels of the scheme, including "low

level" refusals and independent reading attempts were

represented most frequently among the 2-year-olds and the

higher levels were increasingly represented among the older

groups.

-- -- -------------
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The scale can be used to place,children into this

ordered-classification scheme because the reading behaviors

appear to be developmental and predictable. Moreover, the

behaviors described in this study appear to have some

stability across storybooks. Sulzby concluded that the

behaviors are indeed conceptual and not just a

stimulus-response pattern to a particular book. Therefore,

having children read a favorite storybook at home should

bring about the same result as when they read a favorite at

school.

Reading to Children

When young children are learning to read, their

instructors are usually their parents. Parents were found

to be instrumental in their child's development of reading

ability; they used many techniques to teach and facilitate

their child's reading development (Anbar, 1984). The

technique that has been frequently reported was reading to

children. Suggestions for parents to raise good readers are

to start reading to children at a very early age and to keep

reading to them even after the children are proficient and

eager readers (Kantrowitz, 1990).

With regard to parent assistance, Vygotsky (1978)

believed that parents and child work together to bring the

child from his or her initial level of mastery to the most

advanced level of independent activity that the child can

.__ . - ------------
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achieve. In reading sessions, pare~ts are encouraged to

expand on their child's comments, suggest alternative

explanations, and ask ch~llenging questions. That is, the

child should be encouraged somewhat by being asked to

respond and read, with aid, at a more advanced level than

their current level. According to Teale (1986), Vygotsky's

theory implies that the more successful the parent and child

are at accomplishing reading activities, the better the

child will progress in learning to read and write.

A study on the practice of storybook reading to

preschool children conducted by Phillips and McNaughton

(1990) investigated 10 mainstream New Zealand families where

parents read regularly to their 3- and 4-year-old children

in their homes. The findings reveal that half the families

read primarily at bedtime, and the other half read at

various times during the day. According to the parents'

reports, the majority of readings were rereadings of books

already read and they were predominantly storybooks, often

with animal characters.

Furthermore, both the parent and the child initiated

book reading sessions and the child selected the book to

read more often than the parent. Insertions during reading

were more narrative-related than print-related or other

book-related insertions. Finally, the majority of the

insertions were made to clarify what was just being read or

to anticipate what would follow.
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Another study about home background and literacy

development was carried out by Teale (1986). His

methodology was longitudinal naturalistic observation. The

sample was four 2.6 to 3.6 year-old children from low-income

u.s. families, eight Anglo, eight black, and eight Mexican

American children and their families were included in the

sample. He found that the most striking feature of the

literacy observed in the 22 homes was its social nature.

For the most part, reading and writing functioned not as

isolated events but as components of the social activities

of the persons in their homes and communities. Examples of

these activities were shopping, paying bills, reading the TV

guide, completing consent forms from schools, and doing

homework, including reading and/or writing. Three of the

families in the study regularly engaged in adult-child

storybook reading. However, many books were "label books,"

picture books, or alphabet books that contained no story

line at all.

These two studies provide evidence that children from

both low-income and middle-income families have numerous

experiences with written language before they enter school.

Some of them have direct experience in reading and writing

while some engage in social activities which are related to

literacy. However, both groups are making progress in

literacy learning.
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Some researchers have been interested in early readers

and the home factors associated with the reading level of

these children. Research findings on early reading revealed

that parents of early readers read to their children more

than do parents of non-early readers (Blain, 1983; Morrow,

1983; Stroebel & Evans, 1988). These parents took advantage

of opportunities to help their children develop and extend

their sight vocabulary by pointing to the words when they

were reading aloud to their children. Moreover, parents of

early readers more often reported asking questions about and

discussing books they read to their children (Blain, 1983).

Parents' reading to children enables the children to

learn the characteristics of written language.

Purcell-Gates (1988) investigated the claim that

well-read-to children acquire knowledge of the register of

written narrative before they encounter formal literacy

instruction. Registers in this study refer to context-cued

narrative modes; the effects of context on syntax and

lexicon children used. She studied twenty kindergartners

and 20 second-grade children from middle-class families in a

large urban area in northern California. This study

utilized a within-subject repeated-measures design with two

conditions within subjects (oral versus written-narrative

registers) and two conditions between subjects (kindergarten

versus grade 2). The children were asked to tell the

researcher about their birthday parties (oral narrative) and
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pretend to read a story to a doll from a wordless book

(written narrative) .

The within-SUbject tests of difference revealed that

lexical and syntactic features were used with greater

frequency in the written-narrative registers than in the

oral registers. Concerning the between-subject test, no

significant differe~ces between grades were found.

Purcell-Gates concludes that the claim that young children

who have been read to possess lexical and syntactic

knowledge specific to written narrative was confirmed. She

argues that the children in her study had learned separate

registers in different social contexts. Based on her

findings she suggests that if parents who read to their

children speak to them in more elaborated forms, both

syntactically and semantically, the children will not have

differentiation in their oral registers and their written

registers. Although her implications are reasonable and

empirically based, she did not investigate language usage in

the participants' families. Furthermore, children whose

parents use more elaborated forms of language may also know

when to differentiate between the two registers. Therefore,

the children's use of oral and written language is still one

worthy of further study.
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Parental Speech

Children's oral language proficiency is related to

their growth in reading and to the ways in which they write

(Teale & Sulzby, 1989). Children seem to have problems

learning to read and write in school when their first

language or dialect is different from that used in school

(Glazer, 1989). Moreover, if members of the family still

use baby talk with the child or if the child plays with

children who use baby talk frequently, the child is not

hearing the correct sound elements necessary for learning to

read (Emery, 1975). Therefore, both lexical and syntax of

the speech children bring to school have an effect on

children's learning literacy at school.

Heath (1983) studied children in two communities in the

southern u.S. Roadville is a white working-class community.

Trackton is a black working-class community. Heath found

that children whose families used language different from

that of school would have a hard time learning literacy at

school. She found that neither Trackton nor Roadville

children used standard English when they went to school.

Moreover, Roadville children also had several pronunciation

features which bothered teachers. When these children went

to school, they met very different notions of truth, style,

and language appropriate to a "story" from those they had

known at home. They had to learn a different taxonomy and

new definitions of stories. Furthermore, in finding ways to
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make reading and writing make sense to these children

teachers had to alter their methods of teaching.

Heath concluded that it is the kind of talk, not the

quantity of talk, that furnishes children of the mainstream

culture with the skills desirable for language learning at

school, such as labeling, naming features, and providing

narrative on items out of their contexts. These findings

suggest that if children have listened to speech similar to

the type of expository prose taught in school, they may

learn language easier at school.

The similarity between oral and textual language.

Spoken and written language are different means of

conveying meaning. They differ primarily as to modality or

channel: messages created in spoken language are produced

and conveyed in an oral channel, and messages conveyed in

written language are produced and conveyed in a written

channel. Reviewing a number of studies, Tiancharoen (1987)

reports that these two modalities differ along many

important dimensions, including rate of production, pauses

and hesitations, length of text, proportion of linguistic

and grammatical options, organization and integration of

ideas, ease of comprehension, degree of repetition and

redundancy, and degree of involvement.

Tiancharoen compared spoken and written Thai discourse

by exploring three dimensions of the discourse: structural
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complexity, involvement or detachment, and redundancy.

Since a sentence unit in Thai is too difficult to define;

she adopted the concept of the T-unit, proposed by Hunt

(1966) as her unit of analysis. Concerning structural

complexity, she found that, in 100 T-units, conversation has

the fewest occurrences of subordination (13.0), whereas

academic texts have the most (97.3). Conversation also

shows the lowest frequency of the coordination (9.0),

whereas magazine articles show the highest (31.4). These

findings suggest that text language has more occurrences of

subordination and coordination than conversation.

Tiancharoen suggested that spoken and written language

are categories which are too broad to compare. One needs to

specify text types and generalize only to those particular

texts, rather than to spoken and written texts in general.

In the present study, the researcher specifies spoken

language as parents' speech which will be assessed while

conversing with the researcher and written language as

standard textual language.

Conceptually, the importance of the similarity between

oral· and textual language for children to learn to read

could be explained by Piaget's (1963) cognitive development

theory. Basically, when the child tries to acquire new

knowledge, he or she has to assimilate the new information

into old mental structures. When it does not quite fit, a

contradiction--disequilibrium--is created. The child's
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current mental structures will acco~odate it so that the

new information could be included in the modified mental

structures and an equilibrium is established, but on a new

level of understanding. The child can more easily

assimilate and accommodate new knowledge when he or she has

prior information about it or when the knowledge is not

totally new. Similarly, the child may learn written

language easier when the language of the book is somewhat

similar to the oral language he or she is practicing and

familiar with.

Torrance and Olson (1985) had some evidence from their

own laboratory that children's knowledge of metalinguistic

and metalinguistic verbs is related to their progress in

learning to read and write. Metalinguistic verbs and

metalinguistic verbs refer to speech act verbs and mental

state verbs, respectively. First, children who become

better readers use a greater variety of these terms in their

free conversational speech. Examples are "I wonder what"

and "I think I know what." Second, a test designed to

determine children's competence with such verbs as mean,

intend, think, know, pretend, wonder, decide, realize,

remember, doubt, and deny showed that knowledge of these

verbs was indeed related to the child's acquisition"of

literacy skills. Moreover, in an analysis of one particular

pair of these metalinguistic and metalinguistic verbs,

namely say and mean, they found that children's competence

-..- ---------------
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is closely associated with the acquisition of literacy. For

example, preliterate children are unlikely to say, "He said

x, but he meant y." Furthermore, those children who do make

this distinction came from more highly literate homes in

which a parent has explicitly marked the distinction with a

metalinguistic verb (Olson, 1984).

Two other research studies have shown that specific

language experience within the first year of life contribute

to phonetic discrimination ability later in life (Werker,

1986; Werker & Tees, 1984). That is, to maintain the

capacity to discriminate phonetic distinctions in a

language, the child must have a specific listening

experience in that language early in life. The lack of

exposure may lead to selective loss. These findings may

indicate that the extent to which a child listens to

"standard language" early in a child's life may enhance a

child's ability to respond cognitively to reading materials

that are written in standard form.

Another related research conducted by Moye (1983)

indicates that maternal style and cognitive development may

be related to early reading. Mothers of early readers and

non-early readers were observed while helping their children

memorize a set of twenty-four picture cards which could be

grouped into four categories. The results indicated that

the style and level of maternal verbal instructions were
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related to conservation skills, early reading, and memory

performance in children.

The Schools' Teaching of Reading and Writing

Kindergartens in Thailand are pUblicly and privately

operated programs for three-and-a-half-year to six-year-old

children before entering the first grade. There are three

levels of kindergartens, first, second, and third. Most of

the kindergartens are located in the urban areas where the

parents who can afford to send their children to schools

have better economic status than the parents in remote areas

(Withawachanakul, 1989). The main purpose of the public

kindergarten education is to foster children's development

in affective, cognitive, and psychomotor domains. The

activities provided by the schools are primarily on

"readiness skills." They are movement and rhythmic

activities, creative play, outdoor play, academic and

literacy-related activities (Chuai-ua, 1989; Kaopuwat,

1983). Reading, writing, and arithmetics are seldom taught

in public kindergartens (Chuai-ua t 1989).

Most of the public kindergartens are part of elementary

schools while most of the private kindergartens are not.

Many parents whose children attend private kindergartens in

Bangkok expect their children to enter popUlar private

elementary schools or university demonstration schools after

finishing kindergarten. Since the seats in these schools
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are limited, high competition results. Children have to

take an entrance examination to attend those schools;

therefore, private kindergartens attempt to equip their

children with literacy skills as well as other readiness

skills so that their children can compete with others.

Although readiness skills are important for preparing

children for future education, the goals of the kindergarten

program should also center on the child's present benefit

(Decker & Decker, 1992). The opportunity to learn to read

and write should be offered children at every age from

babyhood (Moffett & Wagner, 1992). Moffett and Wagner

emphasize that children should be offered every opportunity

to learn literacy, not forced to become literate.

When do schools in other countries start teaching

reading? In countries such as West Germany (now Germany),

Hungary and France, the general practice is to start the

teaching of reading at the age of six while in Great

Britain, New Zealand, and Australia formal reading

instruction begins at age five (Malm~uist, 1981). Schools

in the Scandinavian countries--Denmark,. Finland, Norway, and

Sweden--and also those in Poland and the Soviet Union (now

the Commonwealth of Independent States) do not introduce

reading instruction until age seven (Malmquist, 1981).

Sakamoto's (1981) research reported the beginning of

literacy learning in Japan according to a nationwide surveys

on reading and writing ability in preschool children.

-- -- --_._---------
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Japanese children enter elementary ~chool at age six, at

which time the Ministry of Education requires that they

start to learn the Hiragana letters.

The National Language Research Institute of Japan

reported that Japanese children started learning Hiragana,

one of the writing systems used in Japan, at about four

years of age and that their reading abilities are

considerably developed before entering elementary school.

In North America, the understanding that children can

learn to read before beginning first grade stemmed largely

from Durkin's (1966) well-known investigation of early

readers. In two studies carried out in California and

New York, Durkin surveyed children entering grade 1 during

the first few weeks of school. She found that about 4

percent could already read and that the early readers came

from varied racial and socioeconomic backgrounds. She

followed these children for several years and discovered

that the early readers tended to be far better readers in

later school years than equally bright classmates who did

not learn to read early. Another study conducted by Backman

(1980) showed that early readers score higher than non-early

readers on some linguistic abilities, such as syllable

segmentation and sound deletion.

In Canada, King and Friesen (1972) reported that some

children could read when they entered kindergarten at five.

The studies on early readers provide evidence that reading
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at an early age causes no harm to children but brings about

advantage to them.

Cohen (1985) reported an experiment carried out in

France between 1981 and 1984 at a school in the northern

suburb of Paris--the school of Montjoi-Plaine Saint-Denis-

yielded supportive evidence. The aims of the project were

to put an end to failure at school and to ascertain whether

learning at an early age in a school environment,

particularly in the field of reading, focussing on

development of the children's potential rather than on the

acquisition of knowledge, could compensate for the lack of

encouragement and motivation in certain socio-cultural

environments.

The plan was to compare children familiar with reading

and writing since nursery school with a group of children

who had not had this introduction. The children's progress

was compared in three areas: learning to read, the

development of concepts and vocabularies. Without going

into details, it may be said that the results showed a very

marked difference between those children who had been

introduced to reading and writing in nursery school and the

others in the reading tests and in the formation of

concepts. Although the average marks obtained by the former

group in the vocabulary tests were also better, the

difference in this area was not significant.
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The literature reviewed sugges~s that home environments

have a high influence on children in informal instruction on

literacy learning at an early age; therefore, they will

provide the most substantial contribution to the prediction

model of this dissertation and should be entered first in

the model, followed by the school factors. Since children

are surrounded with adults' speech and learn oral langu~ge

earlier than they have an experience with print, parents'

speech variables should be put in the model before reading

to variables.
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CHAPTER 3

METHOD

Purpose of the Study

This dissertation attempts to find answers to the

following questions:

1. What is the relationship between home and school

environmental variables and emergent reading ability?

2. Which are relatively" more important" variables

among the three groups of predictors of emergent reading

ability?

Operational Definitions

Emergent reading

Emergent reading is defined, as suggested by Goodman

(1986) and Teale, Hiebert, and Chittenden (1987), as

follows:

1. Environmental print awareness. It is a child's

ability to read print in the environment using the support

of contextual cues. Environmental print awareness was

measured by two lists consisting of the same thirteen labels

each. These labels were familiar environmental print, such

as the Coca-Cola logo and a toothpaste label. The first set

comprised words with contextual cues. In the second set the

contextual cues were removed.
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2. Awareness of print conventions. It is the

understanding of reading directionality, written language

terminology (such as "letter" and "word"), and other

procedures for reading (such as opening a book and reading

page by page). Seven items in the awareness of print

convention list were assessed by the researcher through

observation and asking the participants. See the list in

Appendix A.

3. Awareness of print functions. It is the

understanding that written language conveys meaning. The

participants' awareness of print function was obtained from

the report of their parents and teachers on the following

questions:

1. Has this child asked you to read any text (printed

material or words or letters) he or she has encountered?

2. Has this child written or scribbled and then

explained to you what he or she has written or scribbled?

3. When this child encounters any text (letters, words,

or other printed material) has he or she read or tried to

explain it to you? (See Appendix A.)

4. Reading attempts. They are a child's attempts to

read a favorite storybook. Each participant was asked to

choose his or her favorite storybook at school and read it.

Following Sulzby's research (1985), the participant's
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reading attempts were characterized,in accordance with what

they seemed to be treating as the source of the message:

print or pictures. The criteria to determine the levels of

emergent reading ability were adopted from the Scale for

Judging Emergent Reading of Favorite Storybooks (Sulzby

1982, 1985). There were twelve levels (0-11) from low-level

~efusal to read to independent reading. The description of

the scale will be presented later in this Chapter.

Reading to children

Parents' reading to children refers to parents' reports

about their participation in book-reading episodes with

their child. The parents were interviewed about whether

they read to their children and about activities related to

the reading. The parent questionnaire was in Appendix A.

The Similarity between Parents' Speech and Textual Language

This refers to the closeness of parents' spoken

language to distinctive characteristics of textual language.

The characteristics of the Thai spoken language and the Thai

textual language were derived from the suggestions of two

experts in Thai language and from Bandhumedha (1984),

Tiancharoen (1987), and Kittisak and Premkamol (1990). They

were as follows:

1. Sentences in textual language are usually complete;

they usually consist of a subject, a verb, and/or an object .

._-- -_._--------
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Spoken language often omits a subject or a verb or an

object.

2. Spoken language has more repeated words, phrases, or

sentences than textual language.

3. In textual discourse there are many kinds of

sentences--simple sentences, compound sentences, and complex

sentences, but in oral discourse there are more simple

sentences, and there are fewer compound and complex

sentences.

4. Textual language is more formal; there is less

colloquial usage than in spoken language.

In assessing this variable, the participants' parents

were asked a question, "What is the general character of

this child?" Their answers were recorded and transcribed.

Two instructors at Srinakharinwirot University who studied

the Thai language were the raters, using a S-point scale,

from the most similar to the least similar to textual

language.

Structural Complexity of Speech

The structural complexity of speech refers to the use

of compound and complex sentences in speech as compared to

the use of simple sentences. Structural complexity was

assessed by the frequency of subordinations and

coordinations per T-unit. Speech which has more

coordinations and subordinations per T-unit is more complex.
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The T-unit, as defined by Hunt (1965), is a single

independent clause together with all its modifying

subordinate clauses. From this definition, two independent

clauses linked by conjoiners will be coordinate structures

and considered as two T-units. How~ver, if the coordination

is present within a subordinate clause, this will not be

regarded as a separated unit. For example,

She likes to play tennis is one T-unit.

John wants to stay, but his sister wants to go home is

two T-units.

He was having lunch when the telephone rang is one T-

unit.

In spoken Thai language, sUbjectless and verbless

constructions often occur.
v

e.g., hiw

hungry

v
maj*

question particle

"Are you hungry?"

This kind of construction will be considered as one T-

unit.

Clarity of Enunciation

The clarity of parents' enunciation is defined as the

ability to correctly pronounce the consonants combinations

* The alphabet used here and throughout this dissertation to
represent Thai is the phonemic alphabet used by Haas (1964).
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(k-with another consonant and r- or I-with another

consonant) and the rand 1 consonants in words.

This variable was evaluated by three raters, including

the researcher. The researcher rated the parents'

enunciation while interviewing them about their reading to

children. The other two raters rated while listening to

tape recording of these interviews. The rating was based on

a 4-point scale.

The Schools' Teaching of Reading and Writing

This variable focused on three aspects:

l. How early do the schools teach reading and writing?

2. How often do the schools teach reading and writing?

3. How often do the schools give reading and writing

for homework?

The teachers' answers were rated; when reading and

writing were taught earlier and more often, higher scores

were given.

Participants

Participants in the study were 92 second-level

kindergartners, randomly selected from five private schools

in Bangkok. The sample included 55 girls and 37 boys

ranging in age from 4.1 to 6, with a mean age of 5.6.

Parents of these children were also participants in this

study. Most of the parents (70.6%) held bachelor's degrees,
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while 18.5% of them had a lower level of educational

attainment and 10.9% of them had higher level educational

attainment. The participants' schools and homes were in the

same area, a suburb north of Bangkok. The names of the

schools were Duangjai, Jutiporn, Apakorn, Niramon, and

Pramandanijjanukraw.

Instruments

The following materials were used in the study:

1. Questionnaire. There were two questionnaires used

in this study. The first one asked parents whether they

read to their child, when they first started reading to

their child, how often they read, and what activities they

engaged in, such as asking questions, explaining, during

reading to the child. The researcher completed this

questionnaire by interviewing the parents.

Each item was numerically assigned according to the

characteristic of the item. For example, the answer to the

question "Do you read to your child?" was scored 1 and 2 for

"No" and "Yes," respectively. The questionnaire also

included a descriptive portion, such as a sample of

questions asked by the parents while reading to their child.

The internal consistency of this-questionnaire using

Cronbach's alpha was .93.

The second questionnaire was sent to the principals of

the schools asking whether the schools taught reading and
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writing to their kindergartners, how early and how often

they taught, and whether they assigned children reading and

writing homework and how often this was assigned. Each item

was numerically assigned according to the characteristic of

the item. For example, if an item had four alternatives,

ranging from once a week to everyday, the range of scores

would be 1-4. The Cronbach's alpha of this instrument was

.74.

2. The Scale for Judging Emergent Reading of Favorite

Storybooks. Participants' reading attempts were assessed

using Sulzby's (1982, 1985) Scale for Judging Emergent

Reading of Favorite Storybooks.

The summary of the scale descriptions is as follows:

A. Attempts which are governed by print.

1. Reading independently. The child has integrated

all of the aspects of reading (comprehension, letter-sound

knowledge, and known words) into the ability to read from

print flexibly and with self-regulation.

2. Reading with strategies imbalanced. The child

seems to be reading independently, but the child's reading

process does not seem to be integrated. Additionally, the

child does not seem to be confident of independent control

of the process. For example, the child may tend to omit

unknown words excessively, to substitute other "known words"

from his or her reading repertoire, and to sound out words

excessively.
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3. Reading aspectually. The,child focuses upon one

or two aspects of reading. That is, the child may treat

reading as a sound-out task, read only words that he or she

knows, or recite the actual text almost verbatim in many

parts.

4. Refusing to read based on print awareness. The

child refuses to read and refuses to "pretend-read,"

insisting that print is what gets read and that he or she

cannot read. The child knows that it is the print rather

than the pictures that people read.

B. Attempts which are governed by pictures and stories

are formed.

1. Oral language-like attempts.

1.1 Monologic storytelling. The child tells the

story from the pictures as if for an audience. The child's

intonation sounds like storytelling rather than reading.

1.2 Dialogic storytelling. The child may create

dialogue for the characters in pictures. The child may also

give sentential comments and labels.

2. Written language-like attempts.

2.1 Reading verbatim-like story. The child recites

a story that is close to verbatim and uses written language

phrases when departing from verbatim.

2.2 Reading similar-to-original story. The child

renders a story that is similar to the original but not
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close to verbatim. The child creates patterns that are

written language-like but not contained in the original.

2.3 Reading and story-telling mix~d. The child

inserts parts that sound like written language, either in

intonation or in wording or both, into parts that continue

to sound like oral language.

C. Attempts which are governed by pictures but stories

are not formed.

1. Following the action. The child focuses upon the

pictured action; he or she acts as if the action in the

picture is now occurring.

2. Labelling and commenting. The child will turn to

a page, point to a pictured object, and then give its name.

Commenting refers to giving information about the labelled

or highlighted item.

D. Refusals (low-level). The child refuses to read

with little or no explanation (in contrast to a high-level,

print-governed refusal) .

The range of scores was 0-11, from low-level refusals

to independent reading. Children's reading attempts were

rated by three raters and the interrater reliability

(Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991, pp. 51-56) was .95.

3. Environmental Print Awareness Lists. Environmental

print awareness was measured by two lists. The first list

consisted of thirteen labels on 6" x 8" paper cards. These

labels were familiar environmental print suggested by
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kindergartners' parents and teachers. Examples of items are

toothpaste and detergent labels, the word "school" and

"Ninja Turtle" with pictures, and Pepsi and Coca-Cola logos.

The items were presented one at a time, and the participants

were asked to tell the word on each card. On each item the

participants obtained a score of two when they answered

correctly and a score of one when their answer was not

correct but in the same category as the correct one. An

example is when a participant responded "Coke" to the

"Pepsi" label. The range of scores was 0-13.

At a second session the participants were shown the

same labels, retaining stylized print and color, but with

all other surroundings removed. The scoring procedure was

the same as for the first session.

The internal consistency of the lists applying

Cronbach's alphas were .69 for the first list and .84 for

the second.

4. Awareness of Print Conventions List. The list was

created by the researcher following the work of Goodman

(1986) and Teale, Hiebert, and Chittenden (1987). The

participants' awareness of print conventions was observed

and checked by the researcher during their reading of a

favorite storybook. The participants were observed the way

they opened the book and read. They were also asked some

questions, such as "What was the first letter of a word?"

and "What was the last?" The score of each item was either
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1 or O. The range of scores was 0-7. The internal

consistency of the list using Cronbach's alpha was .70.

5. Awareness of Print Functions List. The list was

sent to the participants' teachers asking about the

participants' awareness of print functions. The same list

was also included in the parents' questionnaire.

If either the parent or the teacher of a participant

reported "yes" on the same item of the awareness of print

functions questionnaires, the participant would gain a score

on that item. This means that if children ask a question

about print they met either at home or at school, they show

their awareness of print functions. They do not have to ask

both teacher and parent to show their awareness. Therefore,

teacher's answers and parent's answers could be different.

If both of them reported "No" on the same item, the

participant would obtain no score on that item. The

internal consistency of the awareness of print functions

list applying Cronbach's alpha was .59.

Procedure

Preparation for Data Collection

Six psychologists at the Mental Health Center and

Somdejchowpraya Hospital, Ministry of Public Health,

assisted in the data collection. These psychologists had

much experience working with children and adolescents. The

researcher had a meeting with them and presented them the

----_._-----------
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dissertation proposal. Together with a handout about the

steps to encourage children to read a favorite storybook,

the researcher explained the procedure and answered their

questions.

Contacting Schools

Letters were sent to schools in the sample asking for

permission to study their kindergartners. The letters

included a brief explanation about the purpose of the study

and the possible benefits of the findings. The details of

the project were introduced to the principals of the sample

schools when the researcher met them in Bangkok.

Sampling Method

The schools' principals gave lists of children

attending the second grade of their kindergartens. The

target sample was 100 children and their parents. However,

at first 25 children were randomly selected from the second

grade of kindergartens in each school. For a school which

had less than 25 students in that grade, all studen~s in

that grade were included in the study. After the researcher

sent letters to the parents to make an appointment for an

interview, 92 children's parents were available. Therefore,

there were 92 children and their parents in this study.

_..- - _._----------
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Collecting Data from Children

A few. days before data collection, classroom teachers

of students in the sample introduced the researcher to the

children. The researcher told the class that today she

would read a story to them. The story was a Thai

translation of "Little Red Riding Hood." The story was

half read and half told. During this session the researcher

explained some points of the story and asked children

questions. After finishing the reading-telling session, the

researcher told the children that the next time it would be

their turn to tell a story to the researcher.

The researcher requested classroom teachers to collect,

from their class or from the activity room, storybooks with

which the children in this level were familiar. Each child

was brought by his or her teacher to the researcher to read

a book. The steps of telling the child to read a book were

as follows:

1. The researcher asked the child, "Choose the book you

like best." The researcher pointed to the pile of books at

or near the interview table.

2. The researcher asked, "May I see the book?" The

researcher took the book from the child, looked at it, and

then placed it face down on the table.

3. The researcher asked the child, "Could you please

read me the book?" The child was observed as to how he or

she picked up and oriented the book. If the child said that
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he or she could not read, the researcher encouraged the

child with the following step-by-step sentences:

3.1 "Try to read the way you read."

3.2 "Pretend-read it to me."

3.3 "I can help you. How do you want me to help you?"

3.4 "I can help you. Let's read together. Where

should we begin to read?"

If the child asked the researcher to help after reading

for a while, the child would be encouraged to read by him or

herself. All the reading sessions were audiotaped.

Moreover, the researcher recorded the title of the book, the

child's focus, print or pictures, and other reactions of the

child during this activity so that other raters would have

more information than what was provided by only listening to

the children's reading on the tapes.

During the child's reading, the researcher observed

whether the child knew directionality. The researcher also

checked items in the awareness of print conventions list as

the child was reading. At the final period of reading, the

researcher asked other questions in the list. For example,

the researcher asked the sixth and the seventh items by

pointing to a word in the book and asked the child to point

out the first and last letter of that word.

A week after the reading attempts examination, the

children were administered the print awareness lists. All

the answers, correct or not, were recorded.
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Collecting Data from Parents

Letters from the researcher briefly explaining the

project, requesting an interview, and proposing the range of

dates for an interview, together with letters from the

school principals, were sent to the children's parents. The

researcher also contacted the parents by telephone following

the letters to make an appointment with them. The parents

chose the time and place for the interview.

At the beginning of the interview, the researcher told

the parents that (a) the interview was about the child who

was in the second grade of the kindergarten, (b) there was

no right or wrong answer because each family used different

child-rearing practices and each child had different

personality and different ways of learning, and (c) they

should feel comfortable to answer. The parents were asked

for permission to tape record the conversation.

The researcher started the interview with a common

question to which every parent could answer. It was, "What

is the general character of your child?" If the parents

gave a short answer, the researcher asked them to explain

more. This part of the conversation was analyzed.

Transcription of the Interview

The children's reading sessions and the parent

interview were mostly recorded with Panasonic and Sanyo

microcassette recorders with the voice activated and sound
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level equalizer system. The parent~1 answers of the

question, "What is the general characteristic of your child?

were transcribed by the researcher, using Craig

microcassette transcriber.

The scoring of reading attempts.

The researcher translated the Scale for Judging

Emergent Reading of Favorite Storybooks (Sulzby, 1982, 1985)

including examples for each reading attempt level. The

description of the scales was introduced to two other

scorers who were a staff member of the Behavioral Science

Research Institute and a student graduated from

Srinakharinwirot University. The researcher explained the

scales and the scoring. After reading the description of

the scale, the raters listened to some tapes and practiced

scoring. Their scoring was discussed and the raters studied

the description again. The interrater reliability

(Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991, pp. 51-56) was .95.

The rating of parents' speech.

The researcher consulted two experts in Thai language

at Srinakharinwirot University, one was the Dean of the

Faculty of Humanities and the other was an instructor in

Thai language as well as Thai literature (Bandhumedha, 1984;

Kittisak & Premkamol, 1990; Tiancharoen, 1987). Their

suggestions contributed criteria for rating the similarity
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between spoken and textual Thai. Four aspects to be rated

were:

1. whether the sentences were more complete, i.e.,

sentences consisted of a subject, a verb, and/or an object

2. whether there were more repeated words, phrases, or

sentences.

3. whether there were sentence varieties, i.e., many

kinds of sentences--simple sentences, compound sentences,

and complex sentences.

4. whether the language used was more formal. That is,

there was less colloquial usage.

These four aspects were given to two raters, a Thai

language instructor and a staff member of the Behavioral

Science Research Institute, neither of whom took part in

scoring the emergent reading attempts. They rated parents'

answer transcriptions on 5-point Likert-type scales from the

least similar to the most similar to textual language. The

reliability of the two raters' scores (Mehrens & Lehmann,

1984, p. 277-278) was .52.

Concerning the clarity of parents' enunciation, the

researcher rated this while interviewing the parents and the

other two raters of emergent reading attempts rated it

through listening to tape recordings. The interrater

reliability (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991, pp. 51-56) was .78.

The rating was 4-point Likert-type scale; the scores of each

point were described as follows:
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Scor2 4: Clear enunciation of the consonants

combinations k-with another consonant and r- or i-with

another consonant and the rand 1 consonants in words.

Score 3: Inconsistent clarity of the consonants

combinations and the rand 1 consonants in words.

Score 2: No rand 1 consonants in words and consonants

combinations not clear.

Score 1: Cannot speak with standard Thai pronunciation,

such as using a different dialect.

The analysis of parents' oral language structure.

The transcriptions of parents' answers were analyzed by

tallying the frequency of the subordinations and the

coordinations per T-unit. A T-unit was defined by Hunt

(1965) as a single independent clause together with all its

modifying subordinate clauses.

The definitions of other terms were adopted from

Tiancharoen (1987). Independent clauses refer to those

clauses that can stand alone. Subordinate clauses, on the

other hand, must occur with independent clauses and are

usually marked by markers of subordination. Markers of

subordinate clauses which have an adjectival function, i.e.,

they introduce modifying information to a noun. These
A A

markers include /thii, sY9' ?an / which are equivalent to

"who," "which," and "that" in English. Subordinate clauses

which function as nouns, and generally occur with verbs of

_. -- ._-------------
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... /,

speaking, feeling, and thinking, ar~ marked by /waa, thii/

which are equivalent to "that" in English. Markers of

adverbial subordinate clauses fall into several

'"sUbcategories. The markers of time adverbials include /mya,
_, .. I'

toon, phoo , weelaa thii, khana? thii/ which are equivalent

to "when" and "while." The markers of condition adverbials

I' A ... "'''are /thaa, thaa phya, thaa kaad / which mean "if." Cause

I " " ... " "adverbials are marked by /phro? waa, nya~ caag, nya~ caag

"waa/ which can be translated as "because."

Two or more independent clauses linked by connective

markers are coordinate structures. These coordinate clauses
I I ,

connectors include /l~?/ ("and"), /l~? lE£w/ ("and then"),
... /

/tEE/ ("but"), /da~nan (cY9)/ ("therefore"),
/ ... /

/phro? cha?nan ... (cYIj)/ ("thus"), /cYfJ/ ('so"), /d<><:>j/ ("by
,..

means of"), and /sY'!]/ ("that-topic relator").

In spoken Thai language verbless and subjectless

constructions can occur quite often. If these constructions

could be understood by referring to the context of

conversation, then they were considered as T-units.

According to Bandhumedha (1984), a sentence, although it is

not complete, consists of words which express the

relationship between them and this relationship can be

understood by "referring to the context.

However, some units were eliminated from the count of

the T-units: (a) units which were immediately repeated and
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(b) units which were abandoned before completion. These two

types of units were eliminated from the analysis to avoid

inflating the total number of T-units per participant and to

eliminate the ambiguity of the T-units.

Data Analysis

For the three variables--reading attempts, the

similarity between parents' speech and textual language and

the clarity of enunciation-oothe average scores from the two

or three raters were employed. The school variables, which

were how early and how often the schools taught reading and

writing, were computed to be composite scores. For example,

for the questions, "When does the school start teaching

reading words? and "How often does the school teach reading

words?, the scores of the two answers were multiplied to

indicate the cumulative instruction in reading words.

Main Steps of Data Analysis

The main steps of analyzing the data were as follows:

1. Factor analyzing the components of emergent reading

ability. Emergent reading ability in this study consisted

of four different aspects and each aspect comprised a

variety of measures. In order to examine the structure of

emergent reading ability and to bring empirical evidence for

the reliability and construct validity of this criterion,

factor analysis through the principal axis factoring

_._- -------------
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procedure under the common factor model was employed

(Gorsuch, 1983; Kerlinger, 1986). In applying this method,

squared multiple correlations (SMCs) were used as estimates

of the communalities. In social sciences, this factoring

procedure is more preferable than the component model

because there are few studies in these disciplines where the

variables are thought to be error-free and where all of the

variances of the variables can be expected to be predicted

from the factors (Gorsuch, 1983, p. 124).

If various dependent variables are intercorrelated, a

series of tests of significance to each of the dependent

measures will not produce independent significance tests

(Gorsuch, 1983). Additionally, when dependent variables are

correlated, the significance levels of the total result

would be higher compared to those when the dependent

variables are not correlated (Gorsuch, 1983). Therefore, in

factoring the components of emergent reading, orthogonal

rotation via varimax was applied.

According to Gorsuch (1983), with a sample of 100, only

variables which are correlated with the factors greater than

the absolute value of .40 are interpreted. A sufficiently

high loading assumes that a relationship exists between the

variable and the factor. In this study the variables which

had loadings of or less than .40 on any factor were not

included in that factor.
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From the solution of the facto~ analysis, new dependent

variables were derived from the sum of transformed standard

scores of the items wit~ loadings more than .40 with their

factors.

2. Computing correlations between the dependent

variables with all of the independent variables. In order

to find good subsets of predictors, the following steps were

pursued.

2.1 Correlations between dependent variables and all of

the predictors were calculated.

2.2 Only the predictors which were correlated at the

.05 level with dependent variables were selected.

2.3 Among the selected variables from step 2.2, the

subset of good predictors of each dependent variable was

determined by applying these criteria: (a) if possible,

there should be variables from the three groups of

predictors--parents' speech, parents' reading to children,

and school variables--placed in prediction models because

b?th home and school variables are important predictors of

children's emergent reading ability; (b) if there were high

intercorrelations (.60 and above) among the selected

variables, which indicates multicollinearity, only some

variables among them would be chosen.
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3. Factor analyzing each group of independent

variables. Since factor analysis provides som~ information

of the clustering of the items of each group of dependent

variables which will help the selection of predictors, the

parents' reading to children variable and the school

variables were factor analyzed through principal axis

procedure with SMCs as communality estimates. Because the

number of parents' speech variables was very small, the

examination of their structure was performed through

correlational analysis.

4. Executing stepwise analyses.

The chosen variables from the previous step were

statistically tested by using stepwise procedure. In

stepwise procedure it is possible to identify predictors

that were considered to be "good" at an earlier stage but

have lost their usefulness when additional predictors were

brought into the equation and may therefore be removed from

it (Pedhazur, 1982). The details of the SAS stepwise

procedure employed in this study were as follows:

In the SAS stepwise method, variables are added one by

one to the model, and the F statistic for a variable to

be added must be significant at the .05 level. After a

variable is added, the stepwise method looks at all the

variables already included in the model and deletes any

variable that does not produce an F statistic
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significant at the level .05 (SAS/STAT User's Guide,

1988, p. 818).

5. Executing multiple regression analyses.

The multiple regression through the general linear

model procedure was applied to yield fundamental regression

statistics for dependent variables and type I and type IV

sum of squares. The type I SS measures incremental sums of

squares for the model as each variable is added. The type

IV S5 measures the sums of squares due to adding that

variable last in the model.

---- --- ----------------- ---
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

Structure of Emergent Reading Criterion

Emergent reading components consisted of scores from

emergent reading attempts test, environmental print

awareness lists, and item scores from the awareness of print

conventions list and the awareness of print functions list.

The intercorrelations among these components are shown in

Table 1.

Table 1

Intercorrelations Among the Emergent Reading Components a

(n=92)

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

l. READATT
2. AWAREC 35**
3. AWARE 42** 63**
4. PCONV1 17 11 01
5. PCONV2 53** 19 09 28**
6. PCONV3 58** 14 21* 06 75**
7. PCONV4 03 17 -01 21* 07 09
8. PCONV5 42** 11 14 04 46** 57** 11
9. PCONV6 39** 18 18 32** 42** 37** 08 16

10. PCONV7 24* 00 13 09 22* 26* -02 06 66**
11. PFUNC1 09 08 11 07 10 03 -06 00 13 11
12. PFUNC2 08 13 12 01 -05 -05 -18 14 05 38** 34**
13. PFUNC3 20 15 15 23* 12 06 11 02 25* 13 26* 34**

a Decimal points omitted.
*p<.OS. **p<.Ol.

READATT: Reading attempts

AWAREC: Print awareness within context

AWARE: Print awareness without context
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PCONV1-PCONV7: Awareness of print conventions, items 1-7

PCONV1: Reading a storybook begins at page 1

PCONV2: Where to begin to read

PCONV3: Reading must proceed from left to right

PCONV4: Reading must proceed page by page

PCONV5: Reading must proceed sentence by sentence

PCONV6: Be able to identify the first letter of a word

PCONV7: Be able to identify the last letter of a word

PFUNC1-PFUNC3: Awareness of print functions, items 1-3

PFUNC1: Has this child asked you to read any text (printed

material or words or letters) he or she has

encountered?

PFUNC2: Has this child written or scribbled and then

explained to you what he or she has written or

scribbled?

PFUNC3: When this child encounters any text (letters,

words, or other printed material) has he or she

read or tried to explain it to you?

The emergent reading components were factor analyzed

through the principal axis factoring procedure with squared

multiple correlations (SMCs) as communality estimates.

Two factors, indicated by the minimum eigenvalue

criterion (1.0), were rotated to varimax solution. Table 2

shows the varimax rotated factor solution.
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Table 2

Varimax Solution for the Emergent Reading Components

Test Factor 1 Factor 2 Calculated
Communality

PCONV3 .86 -.01 .74

PCONV2 .80 .08 .64

READATT .65 .31 .52

PCONV5 .62 -.12 .40

PCONV6 .49 .45 .44

PCONV7 .33 .31 .20

PCONV4 .12 .05 .02

AWARE .22 .53 .33

AWAREC .20 .50 .29

PFUNC2 -.12 .49 .25

PFUNC3 .08 .47 .23

PFUNC1 .00 .38 .14

PCONV1 .21 .22 .09

VB (Variance Explained) 2.69 1. 60 4.29
1 OVp/4.29 62.70 37.30 100

The variables which had high loadings on Factor 1 were

reading attempts and the awareness of print conventions,

items 2, 3, 5, and 6. These items on print conventions list

are basic knowledge of reading. When a child reads a book,

he or she should know how to orient the book and know the

-----------------_. ---
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directionality of reading. Thus, this factor was named

Emergent Reading Skills.

The variables which had high loadings on Factor 2 were

environmental print awareness within and without context and

items 2 and 3 of the awareness of print functions list.

This factor comprised a child's ability to recognize print

and to recreate it. Thus, it was identified as a Knowledge

of Print factor.

Selection of Emergent Reading Variables' Predictors

Thus, two dependent variables, emergent reading skills

and knowledge of print, were derived from the sum of

transformed standard scores (means = 50 and standard

deviation = 10) of the items with loadings more than .40

with their factors. The internal consistency of the first

and second variables using Cronbach's alphas were .81 and

.86, respectively.

The following tables show the process of predictor

selection.
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Table 3

Correlations Between Dependent Variables and All Independent

Variables

Emergent
Reading Skills

Knowledge of
Print

Reading to Children
Age first read
Frequency of reading
Type of books read
Parents ask questions or not
Frequency of asking
Explain or not
Frequency of explaining
Give opinion or not
Frequency of giving opinion
Reading period
Reading place
No. of books read per week
No. of books at home
Children asked to buy books or not
Frequency of asking
Children's reading request
Frequency of request

Parents' Speech
Similarly of speech & textual lang.
Subordinates per T-unit
Coordinates per T-unit
Clarity of speech

Schools' Teaching
Teach reading letters
Teach reading words
Teach reading sentences
Teach writing letters
Teach writing words
Reading homework
Writing homework

Demographic Data
Children's age
SES (fathers' education)

*p<. 05. **p<. 01.

.15

.31**

.22*

.10

.04

.25*

.21*

.25*

.18

.17

.13

.25*

.27**
-.02

.07

.13

.29**

-.03
.21*
.23*
.10

-.04
.43**
.59**
.06
.34**
.39**

-.37**

.42**
-.01

.22*

.36**

.41**

.37**

.18

.39**

.26*

.31**

.04

.37**

.33**

.32**

.17

.08

.12

.42**

.35**

.06

.17

.22*

.26*

-.14
.20
.20
.01
.12
.32**
.06

-.00
.18
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Since the predictors of interest were variables from

the three groups, the demographic data were not included in

the prediction models.

In order to investigate the clustering of the items of

the parents' reading to children variables and the school

variables, principal axis factoring with SMCs as communality

estimates was run to provide information for predictor

selection. Because the number of parents' speech variables

was very small, the examination of their structure was

performed through correlational analysis.

Table 4

Factor Pattern of Parents' Reading to Children Variable

Factor 1

Age first read
Frequency of reading
Type of books read
Parents ask questions or not
Frequency of asking
Explain or not
Frequency of explaining
Give opinion or not
Frequency of giving opinion
Reading period
Reading place
No. of books read per week
No. of books at home
Children asked to buy books or not
Frequency of asking
Children's reading request
Frequency of request

.62

.76

.85

.90

.62

.93

.74

.86

.55

.88

.89

.82

.29

.29

.38

.59

.58
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Table 5

Varimax Solution of School Variables

Factor 1 Factor 2

Teach read letters .27 .86
Teach read words .99 .04
Teach read sentences .98 -.09
Teach write letters .68 .69
Teach write words .94 .30
Reading homework .82 .07
Writing homework -.22 .76

Table 4 shows the factor pattern of items in the

parents' reading to children variable. From examining the

eigenvalues and the scree plot, there was only one factor

for these items.

For school variables, the eigenvalues and scree plot

suggested that there were two factors. The cumulative

instruction in reading words and sentences, cumulative

instruction in writing words, and reading homework

assignment frequency loaded on the first factor while

cumulative instruction in reading letters and writing

homework assignment frequency loaded on the second factor.

Cumulative instruction in writing letters had high loadings

on both factors.

From Table 3, among the independent variables which

significantly correlated with emergent reading skills, the

variables which had high intercorrelations (r = .60 or

above) among themselves were: frequency of reading, type of

books read, explain or not, frequency of explaining, giving
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opinion or not, and number of books, read per week. The

intercorrelations among the independent variables are shown

in Appendix B.

A high correlation between predictors indicates

redundancy of information from those variables, and it leads

to imprecise estimation of regression coefficients

(Pedhazur, 1982). Multicollinearity can be eliminated by an

orthogonal transformation, such as principal factor analysis

with varimax rotation, of the observed variables; however,

the transformation sometimes has the disadvantage that the

substantive meaning of the factors themselves is not clear

(Gittins, 1985). This inevitably leads to difficulties in

the interpretation of the multiple regression analysis.

It is necessary, therefore, to delete variables which

cause high mUlticollinearity. However, the deletion of

variables to reduce the degree of multicollinearity may lead

to specification errors (Chatterjee & Price, 1977).

Specification errors refer to the use of a wrong or

inappropriate model in the regression analysis (Pedhazur,

1982). One type of specification err~r is to omit relevant

variables from the regression equation.

To avoid multicollinearity while reducing specification

errors, only some variables among the highly correlated

reading-to-children variables were chosen. They were

frequency of reading and frequency of parents' explanation

while reading to their child. Rationales for choosing
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these two variables are (a) the chi~d should be read to

consistently and often and (b) parents should not only read

to their child but also explain what they are reading.

Parents' reading aloud to children from an early age

through preschool years is recommended by many educators

(e.g., Anderson, Heibert, Scott, & Wilkinson, 1988; Baghban,

1984; Mavrogenes, 1990; Trelease, 1991). However, frequency

of reading aloud is not a sole factor which fosters

children's learning to read; the way children are read to is

highly emphasized. The parents' interactive behaviors that

encourage children's construction of meaning from written

language include questions and comments that give, extend,

or clarify aspects of the story read (Heath, 1983; Phillips

& McNaughton, 1990; Schwartz, 1991). The variables were

selected because they depict the quantity of reading to

children as well as the activities while reading. The

latter could be regarded as the quality of reading.

The type-of-books-read variable was not selected

because of the deviation of scores was narrow; most parents

(80.4%) reported that they read children books to their

children while 1.1% read other kinds of books and 18.5% did

not read to their children. Therefore this variable did not

give much information.

The explain-or-not variable was redundant with the

frequency of explanation; the parents who answered the

latter item would certainly answered the former. Therefore,
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only the latter was selected. The ~arents-gave-opinion-or

not variable was not selected because it was related to

parents' personal belief about the content read which was

less relevant to teaching the knowledge about print compared

to the variables chosen.

Concerning the number of books read, children usually

request to hear a favorite story over and over (Schwartz,

1991); therefore, the number of books read each time or each

week may be constant for a period of time for some children.

This does not mean that children do not have genuine

interest in reading or listening to storytelling. This

variable, therefore, does not a primary emphasis of teaching

children to read.

The two selected variables were not only in the same

factor as other variables, (see Table 4) which significantly

correlated with emergent reading skills but also highly

correlated with those variables (see Table 14, pp. 112-116).

This means that the two variables measured the common

characteristic as these variables. Thus, the interpretation

of the two variables in prediction models can be associated

with those variables. Therefore, the contribution of the

variables which were not chosen was not ignored.

For the school variables, cumulative instruction in

reading words was highly correlated with cumulative

instruction in reading sentences (r = .94) and reading

assignment frequency (r = .83) (see Table 14 in Appendix B) .
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Moreover, they were all in the same, factor (see Table 5).

Among these three variables, cumulative instruction in

reading words was selected. Participants in this study were

taught to read words before being taught to read sentences.

Most participants (65.2%) were taught to read words in the

first semester of the second level of kindergarten while

most of them (47.8%) were taught to read sentences in the

second semester of the second level. At the time of data

collection, most participants had been taught to read words

already; therefore, the cumulative instruction in reading

words was chosen.

Other selected variables which did not have the problem

of high degree of multicollinearity were frequency of

children's reading requests, number of children books at

home, number of subordinates per.T-unit, number of

coordinations per T-unit, and writing assignment frequency.

Thus, there were eight variables chosen in this step.

For the predictors of the knowledge of print variable,

those which were highly intercorrelated (r = .60 or above)

were: frequency of reading, type of books read, parents

asking questions or not while reading, parents explaining or

not, frequency of explaining, parents' giving opinion or

not, reading period, reading place, and number of books read

each week. Applying the same rationale for selecting

emergent reading skills predictors as well as for omitting
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some interrelated variables, freque~cy of reading and

frequency of explaining wer~ chosen.

The two variables--ask questions or not while reading

and the period of reading--were not selected because of

their redundancy with the chosen variables. That is,

parents who explained more often to their children tended to

asked questions more frequently and take longer time to

read. Thus, only one of these variables is sufficient to be

in the model. For the place of reading, most parents

(63.0%) reported that they read at bed or before bedtime

while 17.4% read in the living room, 1.1% read at a study

table, and 18.5% did not read. There was not much variation

in this variable which means that this variable gave less

information. Therefore, it was not chosen.

Since the two variables--children requested parents to

read to them or not and frequency of reading requests--were

redundant (r = .72), only one, frequency of request, was

chosen. Other selected variables were children's age when

their parents first read to them, number of coordinations

per T-unit, the clarity of parents' speech, and reading

assignment frequency. Thus, there were seven predictors of

the print knowledge variable.

Tables 6 and 9 show the stepwise procedure for

screening the chosen variables.

~---~-~--~------
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Table 6

Summary of Stepwise Procedure for Emergent Reading Skills

Variable

Step Variable Variable par~ial Mo~el F Pr > F
Entered Removed R R

1 TREADW .19 .19 20.79 .00
2 WRHOME .09 .28 11.49 .00
3 COORPT .04 .32 5.11 .03
4 FEXPL .03 .35 4.52 .04

TREADW: Cumulative instruction in reading words

WRHOME: Writing assignment frequency

COORPT: Number of coordinations per T-unit

FEXPL: Frequency of parents' explanation while reading to

children

Table 6 shows that an increment in the proportion of

variance accounted for by individual variables in the model

was significant at the .01-.05 level. No other variables

met the .05 significance level for entry into the model.

The four predictors left in the model were the cumulative

instruction in reading words, writing assignment frequency,

number of coordinations per T-unit, and frequency of

parents' explanation while reading to their children. The

four predictors accounted for 35% of the variance of

Emergent Reading scores. Since age was significantly

correlated with the criterion variable and an independent

variable, the cumulative instruction in reading words, age

~- -- ._- -~----------



was partialled out by applying the following equation

(Pedhazur, 1982):

R20.1234(5) = R20.12345 - R20.5

1 - R20.5

Variables 0 and 5 refer to the criterion and age,

respectively. While R20.12345 = .403 and RiO.5 = (.42)2,

squared partial correlation of the criterion and the four

predictors after age had been partialled out was .275.

Table 7

Fundamental Multiple Regression Statistics for Emergent

Reading Skills

75

Source DF SS MS F Std. Dev.

Model 4 46053.22 11513.30 11.90**
Error 87 84156.04 967.31 31.10
Corrected
Total 91 130209.26

**p<.Ol.

Variable DF Type I SS F Type IV SS F

COORPT 1 7022.83 7.26** 6078.12 6.28*
FEXPL 1 6906.24 7.14** 4376.36 4.52*
TREADW 1 20536.03 21.23** 15195.82 15.71**
WRHOME 1 11588.11 11.98** 11588.11 11.98**

*p<.05. **p<.Ol.

The multiple regression analysis through general linear

models procedure suggests that emergent reading skills can

be significantly predicted by this model (P<. 01) .
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Table 7 also shows that each of the four variables was

significant when it was added to the model, whether or not

the order of entering to the model was taken into account.

Table 8

Regression Model Predicting Emergent Reading Skills

EMGSK = .22COORPT + .18FEXPL + 35TREADW - .30WRHOME

From considering the squared semi-partial correlation

between each predictor and the criterion (see table 6) and

the standardized regression coefficients in the predicting

model (see Table 8), the order of "importance" of the

emergent reading skills pred~.ctors was cumulative

instruction in reading words, writing assignment frequency,

number of coordinations per T-unit, and frequency of

parents' explanation during reading to children. However,

the regression coefficient of writing assignment frequency

was negative.

Table 9

Summary of Stepwise Procedure for Knowledge of Print

Variable

Step

1
2

Variable
Entered

FREAD
RHOME

Variable
Removed

.13

.08
.13
.21

F

13.33
9.31

Pr > F

.00

.00
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FREAD: Frequency of parents' reading to children

RHOME: Reading assignment frequency

There were two variables--frequency of parents' reading

to their children and the reading assignment frequency--in

which their increment in the proportion of variance

accounted for was significant at the .01 level. These two

predictors accounted for 21% of the variance of the scores

on knowledge of print variable.

Table 10

Fundamental Statistics of Multiple Regression for Knowledge

of Print

Source OF SS MS F Std. Oev.

Model 2 13587.28 6793.64 11.94**
Error 89 50656.56 569.17 23.86
Corrected
Total 91 64243.84

**p<.Ol

Variable OF Type I S8 F Type IV SS F

FREAD 1 8287.43 14.56** 7195.50 12.64**
RHOME 1 5299.86 9.31** 5299.86 9.31**

**p<.Ol.

The multiple regression analysis illustrates that

knowledge of print can be predicted by the model with two

variables (p-c , 01) . Moreover, when each of these predictors

was added to the model last, it was still significant.
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Table 11

Regression Model Predicting Knowledge of Print

KNPRINT = .34FREAD + .29RHOME

The squared semi-partial correlation between parents'

frequency of reading to their children and the criterion

(see Table 9) and the standardized regression coefficient of

this variable indicate the most "importance" followed by

reading assignment frequency variable.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

The main findings of the present study are summarized

as follows:

1. The four components of emergent reading ability-

environmental print awareness, awareness of print

conventions, awareness of print functions, and emergent

reading attempts--were factor analyzed and this resulted in

two factors, emergent reading skills and knowledge of print.

2. From predictor selection procedures, good predictors

of emergent reading skills were: cumulative instruction in

reading words, parents' speech complexity (number of

coordinations per T-unit), frequency of parents' explanation

while reading to their children, and writing assignment

frequency. The latter had negative regression coefficient.

These predictors explained 27.5% of the· variance of emergent

reading skills.

3. Good predictors of the knowledge of print were

frequency of parents' reading to their children and reading

assignment frequency. These predictors accounted for 21% of

the variance in the criterion.

Discussion of the Findings

The findings of this stUdy provide models for

predicting emergent reading skills and the knowledge of
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print and also support the theory that effective

instruction, either formally or informally, before first

grade can foster emergent reading ability of young children.

Some variables from the three groups of predictors--reading

to children, parents' speech, and school variables--are

revealed to substantially contribute to prediction models.

Furthermore, the major findings appear to be consistent

across cultures. That is, children in many countries can

benefit at an early age with parental and school assistance.

The factors which have been confirmed to be useful in

promoting children's literacy in western countries are also

revealed to be important for children in an Asian country.

However, the application of the results should be

modified to correspond to the characteristics of each

culture. For example, the method of teaching words in Thai

and in English may be a little different because the

features of Thai and English sentences are not the same.

(This topic will be discussed in detail later.)

Moreover, this study examined pUblic school children in

Bangkok whose parents were well educated; therefore,

generalization of the findings should be made to this

population. However, the suggestions presented in this

research, such as read frequently to children and explain

what was read, are not aversive and could be beneficial to

children from different groups. Only the emphasis on some

points may be different or the modification may be required
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for different groups of children. For example, children in

the U.S. or children in urban areas of other Asian countries

may be encouraged to express their opinion or their interest

in learning more than those from remote areas; therefore,

their reading requests may occur more often. Parents and

teachers whose children seldom initiate the reading should

focus on motivating children first.

Besides, this research was designed to predict and

explain the relationships among selected variables. The

interpretation of the findings could be made as much as the

analytic techniques allow. The following interpretation and

suggestions will be made due to the significant

relationships found in the results. The causal relationship

is outside the scope of this research.

Predictors of Emergent Reading Skills

In determining which'variables were to be put in

prediction models, the researcher used the criteria of

theoretical basis and statistical significance. The

procedure of selection also intended to reduce the

multicollinearity among variables while maintaining

meaningful variables. However, there were still

intercorrelations among the chosen variables which is a

common phenomenon in social sciences. When the variables

which were redundant to some extent were placed in the same

model, some of them were statistically deleted. Besides,
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some selected variables did not significantly contribute to

the model after taking other variables into account,

although they were important.

One of the home variables which were retained in the

prediction model of emergent reading skills was frequency of

explanation. From the descriptive part of parent

questionnaires, the subjects parents frequently explained to

children were vocabularies, the story, characters, knowledge

related to the content, some conversation, and moral

presented in books.

The variables which were not in the model but were

related to this predictor were frequency of reading to

children, parents asked questions or not, and parents gave

their opinion or not. The correlations among these

variables revealed that parents who often explained to their

children what they were reading frequently read to their

children, often asked questions, and gave their opinion.

The parents reported that the questions they often

asked their children were about the conduct of the

characters in the ~torybook. Examples of the questions

were, "Did this boy behave correctly?," "Why was this girl

punished?," "Do you like this kind of person?," "Is this a

good animal?," and "What is the result of being naughty?"

They tried to indirectly teach their children what is good

and what is not good. Other questions were about the

meaning of words or phrases and pictures. Many parents also
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reported that children also asked ~estions about the story

and that sometimes children asked their parents before their

parents asked them. Reading to children not only helps

children learn vocabularies and the convention of print but

also socializes children and increase their interest in

text.

The book variables, although they were not in the

model, are still important. Books are still the heart of a

good plan for encouraging children's literacy (Schwartz,

1991). But the importance the of number of books in

children's literacy learning may be strengthened if they

associate with other factors. Some families have many books

but they may keep the books on the shelves or in a cabinet.

Children may be allowed to read the books occasionally and

they have to handle the books carefully. This not only

discourages children but causes children to perceive that

reading books is not a pleasurable activity. Being able to

a~cess books and other text, such as magazines, newspaper,

letters, and labels on food or baby products, develops

children's love for reading.

Another home predictor of emergent reading skills was

number of coordinations per T-unit. For parental speech,

two uncorrelated variables, number of coordinations per T

unit and number of subordinations per T-unit were entered

into the model; however, only the former was retained.

Coordinate structures may also occur more frequently in
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children books than subordinate str~ctures; therefore, the

coordinations in parents' speech facilitate reading ability

in children. However, the frequency of these two language

structures in children books should be investigated further

so that accurate conclusions and suggestion~ can be made.

Concerning school variables, cumulative instruction in

reading words and writing assignment were good predictors.

Cumulative instruction in reading words was a measure of how

early and how often the schools taught children to read.

Most children in the sample (65.2%) were taught to read

words in the first semester of second grade of kindergarten

while 34.8% were taught in the second semester of the same

grade. The frequency of teaching reading words varied;

17.4% of children were taught once a week, 33.7% 2-3 times

a week, 23.9% almost everyday, and 25.0% everyday. Since

the frequency of learning to read words varied widely while

how early children learn to read words did not, the former

is a crucial index in this variable. This implies that more

frequently children are taught to read words the better.

Cumulative instruction in reading words was highly

correlated with reading assignment frequency (r = .83) and

cumulative instruction in reading sentences (r = .94). It

is not surprising that when children were taught reading

often, they also had reading homework more often. But an

interesting point is that the "whole" approach is more

significant than the "part" approach. That is, teaching
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reading words and sentences and teaching writing words were

significantly correlated with emergent reading skills while

teaching reading letters and teaching writing letters were

not. Teachers' presenting words or sentences may be more

meaningful to children than presenting letters.

Environmental print around children is also presented mostly

in words and sentences rather than in individual letters.

Moreover, what readers learn is not identification of

individual letters but the way features group in words

(Taylor & Taylor, 1983). However, letters can help word

recognition.

The differences in the characteristics of written

language may require some modification in applying the

results. In Thai language, there are no notations nor

punctuation marks used to signal sentence boundaries as in

English. Spacing between words is also absent in written

Thai. Sometimes the reader has to understand contextual

clues to recognize words. It may be easier for children to

read if they can recognize words in sentences; therefore,

teaching reading in Thai by introducing words may be more

helpful.

In English children may not have difficulty in

identifying individual words in sentences; thus, in reading

instruction introducing letters first may not cause

undesirable effects. Anderson, Hiebert, Scott, and

Wilkinson (1988) reviewed research findings and concluded
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that "explicit phonics" was mostly :;3upported by the data as

more pre~erable reading instruction. The explicit phonics

approach presents sounds in isolation. There are better

programs which also teach students how to blend the isolated

sounds to make words by holding one sound until the next

sound begins. While supporting explicit phonics, the

National Academy of Education's Commission on Education and

Public Policy also notes the importance of illustrating

sounds by also presenting them in words that serve as

exemplars (Anderson, Hiebert, Scott, & wilkinson, 1988).

The last predictor of emergent reading skills, writing

assignment, was a negative predictor in the model. In most

writing assignments in the kindergartens in the sample,

children had to write letters or words the same way as their

teacher wrote in their notebook or what was printed on it.

When the copying task is set by the teacher it might be a

boring activity, which could lead to a serious deterioration

on the child's efforts to make good letter forms (Clay,

1975). When children ~eceive much boring writing homework,

they may feel that it is a burden for them and that it is

not a pleasurable activity. Therefore, much boring writing

assignment does not facilitate emergent reading skills in

kindergartners. This is one possible explanation why

writing homework had a negative effect in the model.
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Predictors of the Knowledge of Print

Two good predictors of the knowledge of print-

frequency of parents' reading to children and reading

homework--were retained in the prediction model. These two

predictors may be closely related. Frequency of reading was

significantly correlated with children's reading requests (r

= .58). That is, parents who often read to their children

tended to receive reading requests from their children. The

requests may involve children's reading homework. The

children in the study may ask their parents to help them in

reading homework or they may ask their parents to read to

them. Furthermore, this also suggests that these children

like to read; thus, it not surprising that their knowledge

of print is better.

Frequency of reading was also correlated with the

frequency of explanation (r = .61). As previously

described, during reading parents often explained the

vocabularies, the meaning of the story, the characters in

the story, and others. Children who are read to frequently

will get familiar with print and aware that print conveys

meaning. While reading to children, parents may point to

some words or pictures and explain. Children learn to

associate words with meaning and words with pictures. When

children meet familiar words in their environment, they will

recognize the words and may be able to recreate them.
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Moreover, children may acquire,new vocabularies from

listening to story reading and the explanation about what

was read. Elly (1989) conducted two experiments in New

Zealand by having classroom teachers read stories aloud to

elementary school children aged 7-8. The children were

administered pretests and posttests to measure the extent of

the new vocabulary the children acquired from the reading.

Results showed that oral story reading constitutes a

significant source of vocabulary acquisition, whether or not

reading is accompanied by teacher explanation of word

meaning. However, the children who received the explanation

showed vocabulary gains of 40% while those who did not

receive the explanation showed gains of 15%.

The deleted variables--frequency of parents'

explanation during reading, frequency of children's reading

request, and children's age when parents first read to them

-were highly correlated with the predictor, frequency of

reading to children, therefore, these variables were

statistically deleted from the model.

For parental speech variables, number of coordinations

per T-unit and the clarity of parents' speech, were

significantly correlated with the criterion; however, when

other predictors were in the equation, these two variables

turned out to be less effective predictors compared to other

variables. Furthermore, parents' oral language may be
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associated directly to reading skil+s rather than to the

knowledge of print.

Implications for Parents and Schools

Since the findings suggest that schools' teaching

reading and parents' reading to children are good predictors

of emergent reading skills, the view that children should

not be taught literacy skills before grade 1 may not be

appropriate. Educators who are genetic muturationists will

wait until children are ready before attempting to teach

them something (Schickedanz, 1990). If children make

progress in literacy skills without informal teaching, they

tend to attribute developmental progress to genetic

endowment, not to experience. Actually, most children are

informally taught by their parents, siblings, or other mass

media.

However, some teachers who believe in early reading

instruction may give too much work to children. The

findings of the present study revealed that writing homework

had negative weight on emergent reading skills model.

Children may be urged to read or write too much. Teachers

may view writing and drawing as separate subjects for

children and that they should not be the same assignment.

For children, writing may be more fun if it goes together

with drawing. This does not make children confused about

what is writing and what is drawing because children will
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gradually be aware of and differentiate between drawing and

writing. Writing awareness often begins as children learn

to write their names (Bakst & Essa, 1990).

Writing may be more fun for children if teachers assign

them to draw and paint something and explain what they draw

by writing some easy words. Drawing and painting pictures

are favorite activities of preschool children. For a

question asking parents whether their child has written or

scribbled and then explained to you what he or she has

written or scribbled, if the parents said "Yes," they were

asked to give examples. Interestingly, most parents

reported that their children liked to draw houses, parents'

pictures, including siblings and him or herself, cartoons

from TV, animals, and letters. The responses about drawing

pictures were very common among the participants.

Therefore, children should be assigned to draw something

that interests them and write some easy explanation about

the pictures and to show and tell teachers what they drew

and wrote.

In the u.s. there are many programs set up by schools

to train parents to foster their children's literacy (Galen,

1991; Greenberg, 1989; Mavrogenes, 1990; Quintero & Velarde,

1990). videos are produced to guide low-literate parents to

help their children in school. Workshops are another

procedure which offer parents an opportunity to experience

first-hand what they can do to help their children. The
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usual schools' program to exchange information with parents

about children and to educate parents how to enhance

children's literacy skills is to hold meetings occasionally.

Meetings may be held at varying times of the day and evening

to permit parents who work various shifts and parents who

live far away to be able to attend.

Some kindergartens in Bangkok try to keep in touch with

their children's parents by sending parents report about the

children's academic and non-academic behavior every week.

The report is written by the children's class teacher. This

helps parents recognize their children's growth or problems

at school. However, other kinds of academic cooperation

between parents and teachers are infrequent. Schools should

create a program encouraging parents to help their children

learn at home. The program may start with sending

newsletters providing useful information or suggestions of

activities that parents can do with their children to

develop literacy behaviors. The language in the newsletter

should be simple and straightforward so that parents who

have different amounts of school attainment can understand.

When parents express their interest in helping their

children learn to read and write which could be evaluated

from their responses to the newsletter, the school can

proceed by proposing a workshop where parents, teachers, and

children will work together. The principals, teachers, and

teacher assistants should be well prepared for the workshop
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because teachers will be models for,the parents. Because

the present research findings and other research suggest

that oral language has a significant impact on reading

(Quintero & Velarde, 1990) as well as on task performance in

a parent-child dyad (Wertsch, 1984), teachers should

demonstrate to parents the importance of having meaningful,

grammatical, give-and-take conversations. Teachers model

appropriate reading behaviors to children and then the

parents take role of the teachers.

For children who learn to write at the same time as

they learn to read, writing plays a significant part in the

reading progress (Clay, 1975). In order to relate reading

to writing and real-life activities, teachers could

demonstrate by inviting children to draw what the children

imagine from listening to the book reading. The children

may be asked to write down some words or letters related to

the story. If the children cannot do it, they can dictate

the words to the teachers. The children will observe the

corresponding words with the story and later create their

own.

A nationwide campaign to encourage parents to help

their children learn reading and writing in an effective way

can be operated by some organizations, universities, or the

Ministry of Education. In Hawaii there is a program managed

by a partnership of the Rotary Clubs of Hawaii, the

Governor's Council of Literacy, the Department of Education,
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and the State Library system (1992) ~ It is a "Read to Me"

campaign. The goal of this campaign is that every child in

Hawaii will be read to every day for 10 minutes.

In a program similar to the campaign described, each

point should be presented each time so that it will be

prominent and parents will know what to do. The way to

present suggestions to parents may be through mass media,

such as television and radio programs, exhibitions at

school, books, and brochures. Schools should be asked to

cooperate with the program.

Suggestions for Further Study

The significant variables in this study should be

investigated further in detail and from other perspectives.

Concerning the school variables, the method of teaching

reading, the text used, the teacher's assignment, and the

response of children to the teaching are worthy of further

study. The traditional way of teaching literacy in Thailand

is to begin with memorizing the alphabet and then spelling

the combination of each letter with a vowel letter to make a

syllable. Each syllable can be pronounced with five

different tones which may have five different meanings.

Then the children will spell the same letter with other

vowels and so on. In Thai language, there are 44 letters

(alphabet), 21 vowel letters, 32 vowel sounds, and 5 tones.

Many schools use this method while some schools present the
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whole word to children first and ot~ers use both methods.

It is beneficial to compare the effect of these teaching

methods on how fast and how well children can learn reading.

Although children can be taught to read at the

kindergarten level, they should not be forced to perform at

a specific level as determined by the teacher or at other

children's achievement levels because of the individual

differences. The children's achievement and affective

response to teachers' teaching should be studied because the

children's impression of the school at an early age may

affect their later attitude towards school and achievement.

The topics described above can be investigated from an

ethnographic perspective to understand the relationship of

various variables as social process in a group of people.

Ethnographic research takes into account the perspective of

members of a social group, including the beliefs and values

that underline and organize their activities and utterances

(Schieffelin & Cochran-Smith, 1984). Oral language used in

families from different level of income could be examined

both qualitatively and quantitatively. The interrelation

between parental speech in everyday life, when talking to

children and when reading to children, with children's oral

language and emergent reading should be investigated in

different socioeconomic-status families so that appropriate

suggestions to parents from different backgrounds and to

these children's teachers could be provided.



APPENDIX A

INSTRUMENTS AND FORMS*

* The Thai version of the instruments discussed in this
dissertation can be requested from Wiladlak Chuawanlee,
Behavioral Science Research Institute, Srinakharinwirot
University, Sukhumvit 23, Bangkok 10110, Thailand .
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PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Name ............................•..............

Name of the Child (2nd grader) .•.................

School .

The following questions are about your child's reading

activities at home. Your answers will not be considered as

right or wrong because each family has different

child-rearing practices. Moreover, each child has a

different personality and study habit. If the questions are

not relevant to you or your child, please answer

"irrelevant."

1. What is the general character of your child? (Try to

make parents give long answer, at least 15 sentences).

2. Do you read to your child? 1. No 2. Yes

3. How old was this child when you started reading to him

or her?

4. How often do you read to your child?

1. Once a week 2. 2-3 times a week

3. Every other day 4. Every day (or almost every day)

Other---------------
5. What type of books do you read to your child?

1. Children books 2. Newspapers or magazines

Other---------------



6. Do you ask your child questions about what was read?
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1. No 2. Yes

7. If yes, how often do you ask?

1. 1-2 questions per story

2. After reading for 2-3 pages

3. After reading each page

4. Almost every sentence or every paragraph

Other _

8. Please give 2-3 examples of your questions.

9. Do you explain what was read?

1. No 2. Yes

10. How often do you explain?

1. After finishing a story

2. After reading 2-3 pages

3. Every page

4. Almost every sentence or every paragraph

Other---------------
11. What are often explained?

12. Do you give your opinion during reading?

1. No 2. Yes

--- -- --- -----------



13. How often do you give your opinion?

1. After finishing a story

2. After reading 2-3 pages

3. Almost every page

4. Almost every paragraph

Other

14. How long does it take to read each time?

1. About 5 minutes or lesser

2. About 10-15 minutes

3. More than 15 minutes

Other---------------
15. Where do you read with your child, and how close

together are you and your child while you

read?---------------------------
16. How many books do you read in a week?

98

1. One

3. More than three

2. 2-3 books

Other----------
17. How many children's books do you have at home?

18. Has your child asked you to buy books?

1. No 2. Yes

19. If yes, how often?

1. Once in 2-3 months 2. Every month

3. Every week Other

20. Has your child asked you to read a book to him or her?

1. No 2. Yes
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2l. If yes, how often?

l. Once in 2-3 months 2. 1-2 times a week

3. Every day Other

22. Has your child asked you to read any text (printed

material or words or ll~tters) he or she has encountered?

1. No 2. Yes

23. If yes, please give examples _

24. Has your child written or scribbled and then explained

to you what he or she has written or scribbled?

1. No 2. Yes

25. If yes, please give examples _

26. When your child meets any text (letters, words, or other

printed material, has he or she read or tried to explain

them to you?

1. No 2. Yes

27. If yes, please give examples----------------

Note: 1. Participants were not forced to answer as suggested

by the choices; they could answer differently and their

answers would be categorized later.

2. The scores assigned to categories of answers could

be adjusted according to the "others" answers.

3. Items 22-27 were questions in the awareness of

print function list.

----------- --- --
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AWARENESS OF PRINT CONVENTIONS LIST AND A NOTE ON EMERGENT

READING ATTEMPTS TESTING

Name of the child School _

Title of the book the child chose ~------------------__

1. Reading begins at the

Know Don't
know

Note

first page of the book•.....................••...........

2. Where to begin to read ................•..................

3. Directionality (left to right) ............•..•...........

4. Turn page by page ..•.............................•.......

5. Read sentence by sentence .................•..•...........
(Observe where the child points
or ask the child to point)

6. First letter of a word .

7. Last letter of a word .

8. Which was read, pictures or print? (May ask the child to

point where he or she is reading. )

l. Pictures 2. Print

9. Did the child make a gesture accompanied his or her

reading? l. Yes 2. No

10. Other things that should be noted.

Note: The title of the book and items 8-10 would help other

raters who are not present while the text is read.

---------_.-._... -
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AWARENESS OF PRINT FUNCTIONS LIST (ITEM 1)

(TEACHERS' FORM)

The following items are questions asking about reading

and writing behaviors of your children in the research

sample. Please mark in the column you choose.

1. Have these children asked you to read any text they

have encountered?

Name Yes No

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• III ••••••••••••••

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• D • • • • • • • •• • •••••••••••••

· . . ... ... . . . . . . . ..... . ... . . . . ... . ... .. ... . .
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .

·.. . . . . .. . . . . . ...... . .. . . . . . . . . .. ... .. . .. . .

· .

l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

--------------------~ t··············



AWARENESS OF PRINT FUNCTIONS LIST (ITEM 2)

(TEACHERS I FORM)

2. Have these children written or scribbled and then

explained to you what they have written or scribbled?
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1.

2.

Name Yes No

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

· .
o •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

· .
· .
· .

9.

10.

· .
· .

,
I

·1·
i
I.[,
j
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AWARENESS OF PRINT FUNCTIONS LIST (ITEM 3)

(TEACHERS' FORM)

3. When these children encounter text, have they read

or tried to explain it to you?

Name

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Yes

•••••••••••••• t

No

7.

8.

9.

10.

• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

. .

·1·
• I.

I
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ENVIRONMENTAL PRINT AWARENESS LISTS

Name Schoo1, _

List I List II

Yes No Note Yes No Note

l. Formost. ·· · · · · · ·· · · ···· ···· · ·· · · · · · ··· ·· · · ·· · ··· ·· · ···
2. Ninja turtle. · · · ·· · ···· · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · ·.. · · ····· ···
3. School. ·· · ··· ··· ··· ·· · · ··· · ···· ··· ·· ····· · ·· ··········
4. Breeze. ···················· ······· ·· · ···· ··· · ·········
s. Coke. . · · ··· · ··· · · · · ·· ···· · · · ·· · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · ··· · · · · · ·
6. Milo. . · ··· · ········.··· ···· · ····· · ·· ··· ·· ··· · ········ ·
7. Bear brand. ·· · · · ··· ··· ·· · · ····· · · · · ··· · · ·· · · ····· · ·· ·
8. Central. · ···· · · · ··· ·· ····· · ······ · · ··· ·· ··· · ····· · ···
9. Colgate. · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · ·· · · ···· · · · · ···· · · · ·· · ··· ·· · · · ·
10. Mali brand. ·· · · · · · · · · ···· · ·· · · · · ·· · · ·· · · · · · · ···· · · · ·I

1l. IMama. · ····· · · · · · · · · · ·· ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··· · · · · ·
12. Dear child. · ·· · ··· ·· ·· · · · ···· ·· · · · · ···· · · · · ········ ·(child)

13. Bata. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·r· · ·· ·
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SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Do you teach children the Thai alphabet and vowels?

•......••.•..•No Yes

2. If yes, when dC) you start to teach it? (specify grade and

semester) .........•......................................

3. If yes, how often?

............. once a week 2-3 times a week

.......•....• almost every day ....•.•...•.• every day

4. Do you teach children to pronounce words or read words in

Thai?

...............No Yes

5. If yes, when do you start to teach this? (specify grade

semester) ..........................•..................•..

6. If yes, how often?

............. once a week 2-3 times a week

............. almost every day every day

7. Do you teach children to read sentences in Thai?

................No Yes

8. If yes, when do you start to teach this? (specify grade

and semester) .

9. If yes, how often?

............. once a week 2-3 times a week

............. almost every day every day

10. Do you teach children to write Thai letters?

...............No Yes
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11. If yes, when do you start to teach this? (specify grade

and semester) .

12. If yes, how often?

........••••. once a week •.......... 2-3 times a week

............. almost every day every day

13. Do you teach children to write words in Thai?

.............No yes

14. If yes, when do you start to teach this? (specify grade

and semester) ................................•..........

15. If yes, how often?

.•........... once a week 2-3 times a week

............. almost every day every day

16. In kindergarten, level 2, do you assign children writing

homework? No Yes

17. If yes, how often?

............. once a week 2-3 times a week

............. almost every day every day

18. In kindergarten, level 2, do you assign children reading

homework? No Yes

19. If yes, how often?

............. once a week ..........•. 2-3 times a week

............. almost every day every day



PARENTS' SPEECH RATING FORM

In each of the categories below, rate participants'

speech on a scale of 1-5, for frequency of occurrence.

1 very infrequent

2 infrequent

3 moderate

4 frequent

5 very frequent
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Name omit subject repeated use use of
verb, object words or simple informal

phrases sentences language

1 . · ·· · · · ·· ·············· ·· · · · · · · ············ · · · · ······ ···
2. · ·· · · · · · · ·· · · · ·· · ·· ·· · ·· · · · · · · · · ··· · ···· · · · · · · · · · ···· · · ·
3. · ·· ··· ····· ·· ····· · ··· ·· · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · ······ ···· · · · · · ···
4. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··· · · · ·· ·· · ·· · · · · · ··· · ·· ······ · ·· · · · · · · ···
5. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · ·· ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
6. ··· ···· · ··· · · ··· · · · · ·· ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ···········
7 . · ·· · ... ·· ·· · · · · ·· · · · ··· ·· · ·· · · · · · · · · ··· · ·· ·· · · · · · · · · · · · ·
8. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · ·· ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
9. · ·· · · · ·· ·· · ··· ··· ·· ·· · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · ·· · · · ·· · · · · ··
10. ·· · · · · · · · · ·· · ····· ··· ·· · ····· ···· · ·· · · · · · · ··· · · · · · · ·
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CLARITY OF SPEECH RATING FORM

Please rate the clarity of participants' speech by

applying the criteria listed below.

Score 4: Clearly pronounces the following consonant

combinations: k- with another consonant and r- or 1- with

another consonant, and the rand 1 consonants in words;

Score 3: Inconsistent clarity of the consonant

combinations and the rand 1 consonants in words;

Score 2: No r consonants in words and 1 pronounced in

place of r consonants. Moreover, consonants combinations

are not clear;

Score 1: Does not speak with standard Thai

pronunciation, e.g., uses a different dialect or has no

teeth.

Participant Score

1. . .

2. . ..................•.....................•...............

3. . .

4. . ..............•••.•.............•...•.........•.........

5. . .

6 • . .•••.••••.••••.•.•.•..•..•••••••....•.•.••••••.•••....•.•

7. . .....•....••.••...•.....•..........•...........•........
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Copyrighted materials in this document have
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They are available for consultation, however,
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109-111, THE SCALE FOR JUDGING EMERGENT READ
ING OF FAVORITE STORYBOOKS

112, SUMMARY OF READING ATTEMPTS SCALE
113, READING ATTEMPTS RATING FORM
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Table 12

Means and Standard Deviations of Emergent Reading Components

Variable N Mean Std Dev Min Max

READATT 92 4.76 3.00 0 10.67
AWAREC 92 6.98 2.48 1 13.00
AWARE 92 2.62 2.51 0 13.00
PCONV1 92 0.77 0.42 0 1. 00
PCONV2 92 0.34 0.48 0 1. 00
PCONV3 92 0.39 0.49 0 1.00
PCONV4 92 0.94 0.23 0 1.00
PCONV5 92 0.17 0.38 0 1.00
PCONV6 92 0.58 0.50 0 1.00
PCONV7 92 0.37 0.48 0 1.00
PFUNC1 92 0.93 0.25 0 1.00
PFUNC2 92 0.96 0.20 0 1.00
PFUNC3 92 0.92 0.27 0 1. 00

READATT: Reading attempts

AWAREC: Print awareness within context

AWARE: Print awareness without context

PCONV1-PCONV7: Awareness of print conventions, items 1-7

PCONV1: Reading a storybook begins at page 1

PCONV2: Where to begin to read

PCONV3: Reading must proceed from left to right

PCONV4: Reading must proceed page by page

PCONV5: Reading must proceed sentence by sentence

PCONV6: Be able to identify the first letter of a word

PCONV7: Be able to identify the last letter of a word

PFUNC1-PFUNC3: Awareness of print functions, items 1-3

PFUNC1: Has this child asked you to read any text (printed

material or words or letters) he or she has

encountered?

---------- --. ---
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PFUNC2: Has this child written or scribbled and then

explained to you what he or she has written or

scribbled?

PFUNC3: When this child encounters any text (letters,

words, or other printed material) has he or she

read or tried to explain it to you?

Table 13

Means and Standard Deviations of Independent Variables

Variable

AGEREAD
FREAD
TBOOK
ASKQ
FASK
EXPL
FEXPL
OPIN
FOPIN
RPERIOD
PLREAD
NOBKSRE
NOBKS
BUYBKS
FBUYBKS
READREQ
FREQ
SPEES
SUBPT
COORPT
CSPEE
TREADL
TREADW
TREADS
TWRIREL
TWRITEW
AGE
FED

N

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

Means

22.00
2.48
0.84
1.44
0.91
1.55
1.41
1.35
0.78
2.16
2.25
1. 73

40.79
1.81
1. 71
1.83
1.64

10.02
10.17
42.90

2.86
14.63

9.33
5.08

15.35
6.15

60.53
15.52

Std Dev

13.85
1. 76
0.45
0.77
0.91
0.78
1.08
0.76
0.90
1.17
1.15
1.11

35.21
0.44
1.02
0.41
0.98
2.28
8.85

14.56
0.47
5.24
4.23
4.04
5.53
1.30
5.11
2.19

Min

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
5.00
0.00

10.00
1. 00
6.00
4.00
2.00
4.00
4.00

49.00
6.00

Max

48.00
5.00
3.00
2.00
4.00
2.00
4.00
2.00
4.00
4.00
3.00
3 ..00

200.00
2.00
3.00
2.00
3.00

15.50
42.11
70.97
4.00

24.00
16.00
12.00
20.00
8.00

72.00
18.00
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Table 14

Intercorrelations Among Independent Variables

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

l. AGEREAD
2. FREAD .32**
3. TBOOK .61** .65**
4. ASKQ .61** .61** .77**
5. FASK .28** .42** .42** .72**
6. EXPL .68** .65** .82** .84** .52**
7. FEXPL .32** .61** .57** .66** .53** .76**
8. OPIN .55** .55** .74** .79** .50** .82** .62**
9. FOPIN .24* .32** .37** .50** .47** .46** .52**

10. RPERIOD .56** .71** .80** .78** .48** .83** .58**
1l. PLREAD .68** .65** .84** .77** .39** .86** .58**
12. NOBKSRE .45** .82** .61** .69** .54** .71** .60**
13. NOBKS -.11 .20 .28** .25* .26* .17 .12
14. BUYBKS .21* .09 .23* .24 .18 .24* .14
15. FBUYBKS .14 .24* .30** .24* .17 .29** .14
16. READREQ .31** .39** .44** .49** .34** .52** .44**
17. FREQ .27** .58** .36** .40** .28** .47** .44**
18. SPEES .05 -.01 .07 .11 .01 .02 -.14
19. SUBPT .11 .06 .14 .03 -.06 .14 .03
20. COORPT .02 .04 -.03 -.01 -.08 -.02 -.09
2l. CSPEE .18 .08 .19 .15 -.04 .15 .01
22. WRHOME .00 -.28** -.15 -.04 -.00 -.16 -.04
23. RHOME .10 .08 .18 .15 -.04 .19 .08
24. TREADL -.08 -.23* -.12 -.08 -.02 -.10 .02
25. TREADW .04 .15 .22* .19 .01 .24* .09
26. TREADS .06 .16 .21* .13 -.05 .23* .10
27. TWRITEL-.04 -.09 .04 .09 .03 .05 .04
28. TWRITEW .01 .06 .16 .15 .01 .18 .08
29. AGE .01 .02 .02 -.10 -.17 .08 .07
30. FED .12 .09 .21* .21* .09 .20 .00

-------------- ---
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Table 14 (continued)

Intercorrelations Among Independent Variables

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1. AGEREAD .55** .24* .56** .68** .45** -.11 .21*
2. FREAD .55** .32** .71** .65** .82** .20 .09
3. TBOOK .74** .37** .80** .84** .61** .28** .23*
4. ASKQ .79** .50** .78** .77** .6~** .25* .25*
5. FASK .50** .47** .48** .39** .54** .26* .18
6. EXPL .82** .46** .83** .86** .71** .17 .24
7. FEXPL .62** .52** .58** .58** .60** .12 .14
8. OPIN 1. 00 .72** .74** .75** .61** .28** .19
9. FOPIN .72** 1.00 .38** .40** .38** .29** -.02

10. RPERIOD .74** .38** 1.00 .89** .75** .29** .23*
11. PLREAD .75** .40** .89** 1.00 .71** .23* .24*
12. NOBKSRE .61** .38** .75** .71** 1.00 .21* .12
13. NOBKS .28** .29** .29** .23* .21* 1. 00 .20
14. BUYBKS .19 -.02 .23* .24* .12 .20 1.00
15. FBUYBKS .32** .10 .33** .35** .23* .33** .66**
16. READREQ .44** .22* .40** .44** .45** .19 .37
17. FREQ .38** .28** .37** .40** .60** .17 .20
18. SPEES .05 -.05 .12 .03 .01 .18 .12
19. SUBPT .04 -.08 .09 .15 -.01 .03 .00
20. COORPT .10 .08 .04 -.03 .08 .25* .08
21. CSPEE .11 -.08 .16 .24 .08 .18 .18
22. WRHOME -.08 -.04 -.23* -.16 -.26* -.06 .17
23. RHOME .16 .04 .12 .18 .13 .20 .24*
24. TREADL -.10 .10 -.25* -.15 -.18 .05 -.13
25. TREADW .16 .05 .19 .24* .21* .25* .11
26. TREADS .16 .11 .15 .20 .20 .23 .07
27. TWRITEL .01 .04 -.04 .04 -.01 .17 .01
28. TWRITEW .10 .07 .10 .16 .14 .23* .05
29. AGE .02 .06 .03 .07 .10 -.07 -.16
30. FED .19 -.05 .24* .26* .11 .26* .42**
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Table 14 (continued)

Intercorrelations Among Independent Variables

15 16 17 18 19 20 21

1. AGEREAD .14 .31** .27** .05 .11 .02 .18*
2. FREAD .24* .39** .58** -.01 .06 .04 .08
3. TBOOK .30** .44** .36** .07 .14 -.03 .19
4. ASKQ .24* .49** .40** .11 .03- -.01 .15
5. FASK .17 .34** .28** .01 -.06 -.08 -.04
6. EXPL .29** .52** .47** .02 .14 -.02 .15
7. FEXPL .14 .44** .44** -.14 .03 -.09 .01
8. OPIN .32** .44** .38** .05 .04 .10 .10
9. FOPIN .10 .22* .28** -.05 -.08 .08 -.08

10. RPERIOD .33** .40** .37 .12 .09 .04 .16
11. PLREAD .35** .44** .40** .03 .15 -.03 .24*
12. NOBKSRE .23* .45** .60** .01 -.01 .08 .08
13. NOBKS .33** .19 .17 .18 .03 .25* .18
14. BUYBKS .66** .37** .20 .12 .00 .08 .18
15. FBUYBKS 1.00 .40** .29** .07 -.03 .23* .04
16. READREQ .40** 1.00 .72** -.03 .12 .10 .20
17. FREQ .29** .-72** 1.00 -.07 -.05 .10 .01
18. SPEES .07 -.03 -.07 1.00 .30** .18 .09
19. SUBPT -.03 .12 -.05 .30** 1.00 .03 .37**
20. COORPT .23 .10 .10 .18 .03 1.00 .12
21. CSPEE .04 .20 .01 .09 .37** .12 1.00
22. WRHOME -.05 .04 -.14 -.03 -.15 -.02 .11
23. RHOME .11 .24* .13 -.01 .31** .20 .32**
24. TREADL -.10 .01 .00 -.10 -.12 -.12 -.05
25.- TREADW .09 .24* .19 .01 .32** .07 .29**
26. TREADS .09 .19 .21* -.03 .33** .17 .20
27. TWRITEL -.01 .17 .08 -.03 .08 -.10 .19
28. TWRITEW .05 .22* .16 -.02 .24 .01 .24
29. AGE -.02 -.06 .04 -.20 .04 .00 -.18
30. FED .28** .38** .07 .13 .22 .06 .46**
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Table 14 (continued)

Intercorrelations Among Independent Variables

22 23 24 25 26 27 28

1. AGEREAD .00 .10 -.08 .04 .06 -.04 .01
2. FREAD -.28** .08 -.23* .15 .16 -.09 .06
3. TBOOK - .15 .18 -.12 .22* .20 .04 .16
4. ASKQ -.04 .15 -.08 .19 .13 .09 .15
5. FASK -.00 -.04 -.02 .01 -.05 .03 .01
6. EXPL -.16 .19 -.10 .24* .23* .05 .18
7. FEXPL -.04 .08 .02 .09 .10 .04 .08
8. OPIN -.08 .16 -.10 .16 .16 .01 .10
9. FOPIN -.04 .04 .10 .05 .11 .04 .07

10. RPERIOD -.23* .12 -.25** .19 .15 -.04 .10
1I. PLREAD -.16 .18 -.15 .24* .20 .04 .16
12. NOBKSRE -.26** .12 -.18 .21* .20 -.01 .14
13. NOBKS -.06 .20 .05 .25* .23* .17 .23*
14. BUYBKS .17 .24* -.13 .11 .07 .01 .05
15. FBUYBKS -.05 .11 -.10 .09 .09 -.01 .05
16. READREQ .04 .24* .01 .24* .19 .17 .22*
17. FREQ - .14 .13 .01 .19 .21 .08 .16
18. SPEES -.03 -.01 -.10 .01 -.03 -.03 -.02
19. SUBPT -.15 .31** -.12 .32** .33** .08 .24*
20. COORPT -.02 .20 -.12 .07 .17 ';".10 .01
21. CSPEE .10 .32** -.05 .29** .20 .19 .24*
22. WRHOME 1.00 .21* .35** -.17 -.28** .26* -.06
23. RHOME .22* 1. 00 .08 .83** .82** .49** .72**
24. TREADL .35** .08 1. 00 .28** .22* .82** .55**
25. TREADW -.17 .83** .28** 1. 00 .94** .72** .95**
26. TREADS -.28** .82** .22* .94** 1. 00 .56** .87**
27. TWRITEL .26* .49** .82** .72** .56** 1. 00 .88**
28. TWRITEW -.06 .72** .55** .95** .87** .88** 1.00
29. AGE -.37** .16 .15 .27** .45** .08 .26*
30. FED .14 .34** -.20 .27** .13 .13 .19
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Table 14 (continued)

Intercorrelations Among Independent Variables

29 30

1. AGEREAD .01 .12
2. FREAD .02 .09
3. TBOOK .02 .21*
4. ASKQ -.10 .21*
5. FASK -.17 .09
6. EXPL .08 .20
7. FEXPL .07 .00
8. OPIN .02 .19
9. FOPIN .06 -.05

10. RPERIOD .03 .24*
11. PLREAD .07 .26*
12. NOBKSRE .10 .11
13. NOBKS -.07 .26*
14. BUYBKS -.16 .42**
15. FBUYBKS -.24* .28**
16. READREQ -.06 .38**
17. FREQ .04 .07
18. SPEES -.20 .13
19. SUBPT .04 .22*
20. COORPT .00 .06
21. CSPEE -.18 .46**
22. WRHOME -.37** .14
23. RHOME .16 .34**
24. TREADL .15 -.20
25. TREADW .27** .28**
26. TREADS .45** .13
27. TWRITEL .08 .13
28. TWRITEW .26* .19
29. AGE 1.00 -.35**
30. FED -.35** 1. 00

* p<. 05. ** p<.Ol.

AGEREAD : Age of children when parents first read to them.

FREAD: Frequency of parents' reading to children.

TBOOK: Type of books read.

ASKQ: Parents asked questions during reading to children or

not.
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EXPL:

FEXPL:

OPIN:

FOPIN:

FASK: Frequency of parents' asking questions during reading

to children.

Parents explained what was read or not.

Frequency of parents' explanation while reading.

Parents gave their opinion while reading or not.

Frequency of parents' giving their opinion while

reading.

RPERIOD: Reading period.

PLREAD: Place of reading.

NOBKSRE: Number of books read.

NOBKS: Number of children books at home.

BUYBKS: Children asked parents to buy books or not.

FBUYBKS: Frequency of children's asking to buy books.

READREQ: Children requested parents to read to them or

not.

Frequency of children's reading requests.

Similarity of parents' speech to textual language.

Number of subordinations per T-unit.

Number of coordinations per T-unit.

Clarity of parents' speech.

Writing assignment frequency

Reading assignment frequency.

Cumulative instruction in reading letters

Cumulative instruction in reading words.

Cumulative instruction in reading sentences.

Cumulative instruction in writing letters.

FREQ:

SPEES:

SUBPT:

COORPT:

CSPEE:

WRHOME:

RHOME:

TREADL:

TREADW:

TREADS:

TWRITEL:

_. -- _..._------



TWRITEW: Cumulative instruction in writing words.

AGE: Age (months) of children at the time of testing

reading attempts.

FED: Fathers~ education (number of years in school) as

socioeconomic status indicator.

-~ - _.~-----------
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